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With fall approaching,
stores are preparing for
a new fash ion season.
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The Racers lost 38·6 to
Mississippi State Saturday. The team plays
Indiana State at 6 p.m.
Sept. 17 at Roy Stt!wart
Stadium.
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Dead bodies and babies without formula arc just a couple of things Hurricane
Katrina left behind after destroying areas
along the Gulf Coast on Aug. 29.
Most hurricane victims relocated to
areas throughout the country, and sever·
al found temporary housing in Murray.
Lillian "Momma" Smith, who is staying
at Woodman of the World Campground,
said she was grateful to be in Kentucky.
"We have been offered homes already
furnished," Smith said. "In fact, we are
going to be taken to see a house
(Wednesday night)."
Smith was trapped in the Memorial
County Hospital during the hurricane.
She and her family were transported to
the Convention Center in New Orleans
after the generators broke down and the
water levels became too high at the hospital.
Residents were told to evacuate New
Orleans too late, she said. Officials were
not letting anyone in or out of the city by
the time she could leave.
"There were all kinds of people, all
characters (in the Convention Center),"
Smith said. "I had to sleep in a chair.
Children were raped and killed."
Smith said she and her family survived
for several days off items men looted
from local stores.
"There was no food or water," Smith
said. "I couldn't believe this was happening in America. 1 couldn't pray anymore.
We were told every day the buses were

see COMMUNITY/3a

Lance White (left) and Kayla White, both from New Orleans, enjoy playing outside around
Camp W.O.W WedDesday afternoon. The cblldren relocated from the Gulf Coast wlth their
mother and other sister about a week after Hurricane Katrina hit the area.

University accepts students from Gulf Coast schools
Emily Wuchner
Contributing Writer
After Hurricane Katrina
damaged
universities
throughout the Gulf Coast,
some students relocated to
begin classes at Murray
State.
University President F.
King Alexander extended an
open invitation to students
and faculty to come to the
University in a Sept. 1 press
rdease.
"On behalf of the campus,
I am happy to be in a position to offer c lassroom
space, learning resources
and housing to displaced
faculty and college students

" Everything I lost was material. As long as
I have my family and my faith, I can keep
going."
Tara Jackson
Former University of New Orleans Student
at institutions affected by
the storm." Alexander said
in the release.
The University is primarily recruiting students with
family in the Murray area to
ease
their
transitions.
Enrolled transfer students
and victims arrived at the
Workman of the World
Campground this weekend
after being stranded in centers along the Gulf Coast for

several days. Many were
without food or water while
awaiting rescue.
Through the Society of
University and College
Planners, Murray State is
offering professors who
Hurricane Katri{la also
affected a place to continue
their regular classes, said
Associate Provost for Institutional
Planning
and
Assessment Sandra Jordan.

While no plans are firm,
the University may hold
classes at night.
"The University is taking
this in a case-to-case basis
to see what the students
need," Jordan said. "The
details are still being negoti·
ated."
Tara Jackson, sophomore
business
administration
major from the University
of New Orleans, began her
first class 30 minutes after
completing registration at
Murray State.
"They welcomed us with
open arms," Jackson said.
She has approached the
disaster as a learning ell:perience.

"Everything I lost was
material," Jackson said. ''As
long as I have my family and
my faith, I can keep going."
Rudolph Brown, sophomore therapeutic recreation
major from Southern University of Baton Rouge, was
surprised at how much
Murray contrasts with New
Orleans.
"People arc very helpful,"
Brown said. "They want to
see you
prospe~
In
Louisiana, they don't care.
You're on your own."
However, he docs not
know if he will remain at
Murray State.

see COLLEGES I 3a

Chris McCormack, Mur ray resident,
has been battling what is commonly
known as Lou Gerbig's disease for more
than two years, but he and his wife,
Mary, try to find the positives in life.
"You have to find humor in the little
things," Mary McCormack said. "It helps
you get over the bad times."
Her husband, Chris, is suffering frnm
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, a progrcs·
sive, fatal neuromuscular disease that
occurs when motor nerve cells cease to
function..
"All diseases are bad, but this one
takes over your life." Mary said. "You
lose all the functions of your body, but
your mind is still there."
Murray State will host the SK Run and
Walk to D'Feet ALS, one of four walks
for ALS in Kentucky. Saturday. Teams
arc organized for fundraising purposes
and then walk to support research.
Registration is free, and teams of all
sizes are asked to raise money ami walk.
There is no minimum amount of money.
"You can come and walk, run, volunteer or make a donation," said Jenny
Allen, director of Development and
Administration for the Kentucky chapter
of the ALS Association. "Everything, no
matter how large or small, helps us get
closer to finding a cure."
Allen lost her father to ALS when she
was 16.
"Unfortunately for him and my family
we didn't have a walk, support group or
anything," she said. "Having had this
personal connection is a constant
reminder of why 1 am here."
Nearly 5,000 new cases arc diagnosed
each year, according to the ALS Association, and the age of onset for patients
ranges from 40 to 70. About 300 Ken·
tuckians have ALS.
"The number rarely changes,"Mary
McCormack said. "The same number
that are diagnosed with it die from it."
In 2004, about 300 people participated
in the run·walk.
Students and faculty at Murray State
are also getting involved In the fight
against ALS by sponsoring activities.
Bonnie Higginson, education professor and White College head, served with
other faculty on the Freshman Reading
E.'Cperience book selection committee.
Mitch Alborn's "Tuesdays With Morrie"
was required this year.
"Each year, we choose a book for
incoming students to read and we
attempt to identify programs or events
that relate to the major themes of the
book." Higginson said.
The book chronicles the effects of ALS
on Morrie Shwartz, Alborn's former pro·
fessor.
"Awareriess is a key aspect of our
efforts. although we want to raise money
to help individuals in our region who
have ALS," Higginson said.
Registration for the walk begins at 8
a.m. Saturday at the lower level of the
Regional Special Events Center. The run
and walk begin at 9 a.m.

New parking spaces help commuters, not on-campus students
Rockelle Gray
Staff Writer
rgray@thenews.org

Students in search of a perfect parking place may circle
the Main Street commuter Jot
for extended periods of time,
but many eventually settle for
a Jess-than convenient space.
The Main Street lot is a
prime parking location because
it is a short distance from class
and a11ows easy access.
"Commuters don't want to
walk," said David DeVoss,
director of Pubic Safety. "They
want convenience."
According to the October
2004 parking survey, there
were 6,751 commuter parking
spaces on campus for the about
6,000 commuters.
"There is available parking,"
DeVoss said. "Students do not

utilize the space."
Some students do not take
advantage of all the parking
lots on campus because of the
distance of the lot, he said.
··some parking lots are going
to take 5 to 10 minutes to get
your class," DeVoss said.
"Murray State was built to be a
walkable campus. In comparison to other Kentucky campuses, I think our campus parking
is very reasonable. Students
pay less and have more space
available."
Parking spaces are the most
difficult to find during the
early morning, because many
students opt to take early classes, DeVoss said, but if students
reach campus about 35 minutes
before classes begin. spaces are
typically available.
He said another reason stu·
dents think lots are overcrowd-

ed is because they do not know
where all the parking lots are
located.
"The new parking lot on
Hamilton and 17th street lot
has 126 spaces (which are
zoned for) red, green and
blue," DeVoss said via e-mail.
"The new lot on Kentucky at
Hamilton has 22 spaces, and
will be open soon. "
T he Hamilton Avenue lot
also received an additional 19
red spaces, bringing the total
number of spaces in the lot to
51. Ryan Avenue and 16th
Street are other new locations.
DeVoss recognizes parking
around the residential colleges
is a problem for students.
He understands why upperclassmen are unhappy when
many of the parking spots are
taken.
"I would love to see more

Several students double-park their cars behind Fran.ldin and Richmond colleges.
parking for residential colleges.'' DeVoss said.
Amanda Morris, ~:ophomore
from Henderson, said the resi·
dential colleges' parking is hor·
rible. She suggested eliminating red zones from those areas.

Parking tickets are also a
growing trend on campus.
DeVoss estimated 800 tickets
arc given out per week for
parking incorrectly.
The funds collected through
parking tickets go toward park-

ing renovations and updates.
DeVoss encouraged students
to read the parking regulations
on the Public Safety Web site
and pay attention to zones.
As a last resort, students can
always park at the stadium.
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Thursday, Sept. 1

Erin Cummms/The News

' sells a bottle of water to
Mitchum Owen, senior from Paris, Tenn.,
Amber James, senior from Paducah on Wednesday morning•.The Murray State Chapter of the Rotaract Club sold ice cream, water and cold
drinks this w eek to raise money for the American Red Cross.

Hearings held on campus,
first time in MSU history
The Kentucky Court of Appeals will hold
hearings at two locations on campus
Wednesday.
The first meeting, at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum, will consist of HasiJ
Pollitt v. Public Service Commission, at H:45
a.m.
At 9:30a.m.. Julie Welch v. Gerald Edds,
M.D. will be heard, followed by Teresa
Shown v. Robert Shown at 10:15 a.m. David
Ranck v. Hrian Gray will begin <lt 11 a.m. and
Angela Hamric v. Jeffery Wcttstain will be
the last case at Wrather. beginning at 1:30
p.m.
At the Collins Center for £ndustry and
Technology cases will begin at 9:30 a.m.
with Kroger Limited Partnership v. Cabinet
Health Services, followed by Dorothy
Miller v. Jewish Hospital at IO:IS a.m.
The las~ two cust!s at the will be
Motorists Mutual Insurance v. Corliss
Howard at 11 a.m., followed by Camille
Dean v. John Bondurant.
According to th~ President's Office, all
Murray State students, faculty and staff. as
well as community members arc invited to
attend the hearings.

University to participate
in relief effort for. refugees
A campus-wide fundraiser fo r the victims of Hurricane Katrina will be in e ffect

until Sept. 14. at various campus locations.
Students who want to donate toiletries
for lhe re~ugccs may bring them to the
Student Government Association office
durin!! re~uh1r office hours.
Donation jars for monetary gifts are
placed in hi~h-traffic areas and food service locations.
For more information. t'ontact the SGA
office or the Paducah Rl•d Cross.

Cinema International hosts
nationally recognized film
"The Grey," the 2003 recipient of The
American Perspectives Award for
Achievement in Directing from rhe Santa
B:trbara International Film Festival, will
be shown 7 p.m. Sept. ''and lO in the Curris Center Theatre.
Admission is $6, and proceeds will be
divided between Murray State's Cinema
International rcnov:nion project a nd
Murray's Community Playhouse In the
Park Theatre pmgram.
Tickets will be sold at the door and
popcorn and soft-drink concessions will
be available prior to the movie.
ll"'

Jacqueline ]ordun, assistant news editor.
wmpiles <:urnpu$ Britoj1y. If you wvuld like
to ~ubmit info rmation .for <;ampus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

12:01 p.m. A Calloway County
deputy sheriff reported a male who
had been escorted off Calloway
High S.:hool property, was on University property. The individual
was asked to leave.
4:10 p.m. A caller from the v.•est
side of the Biology Building reported two juveniles riding bikes in the
ditch at the back of the building.
The caller requested an officer see
what the individuals were doing in
the area.
7:01 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
skateborder preforming tricks in
from of Carr Heath. An officer
advised the subject of the policy
against skateboarding.
7:32 p.m. A caller from the Richmond College parking lot reported
their vehicle had been hit while
park~d in the lot. A report was
taken for lt!aving the scene of an
accident.
8:21p.m. Racer Patrol requested to
speak with an officer concerning a
subject who reported items missing
from tht..• wellness center. A theft
report was taken. Subject found
property at ll:l2 p.m.
11:39 p.m. A caller from Hart College requested an officer on the seventh floor regarding intoxicated
subjects in the hallway. Nathan
Young, Jason Lamb, both from
Paris, Tenn., were arrested for trespassing and alcohol intoxication.

Friday, Sept. 2
12:24 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a cat locked inside
a vehicle in the parking lot. Public
Safety could not contact the vehicle
owner. At 8:11 a.m., Calloway County Animal Control was notified to
remove the cat from the vehicle.
l:S4 a.m . A caller from Springer
College reported an intoxicated
subje.:t. Emergency Medical Services were notified.
2:43 a.m. A caller from General
Services reported a subject drink-.
ing alcohol in the parking lot. The
subject was warned not to have
alcohol on campus.
11:45 a.m. A caller from Sparks Hall
reported a former employee may
try to cause problems on campus.
Officers were advised and located
the subject who was advised not to
return to campus. ,
1v. ·'
2:53 p.m. A, caller reported all four~ .
tires of his vehicle ha~ been

slashed. A report was taken and the
incident is under investigation.
ll:SS p.m. A watch found in Faculty
Hall was turned in to lost and found
at Public Safety.

Saturday,Sept.3
12:03 a.m. A caller from Richmond
College reported two male subjects
in front of the college appeared
intoxicate~. The subjects were
gone upon officer arrival.
12:18 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported a barricade in one
of the college's laundry rooms. Central Plant was notified.
12:28 a.m. An individual reported a
vehicle with an open trunk parked
on the south side of Winslow Dining Hall. An officer shut the trunk.
4:08 p.m. An individual reported
that a person who seemed unconscious wa.<; laying in a vehicle with
the door open on North 17th Street.
Murray Police Department was
notified.

Sunday, Sept. 4
12:27 a .m. A caller from Clark College reported intoxicated individuals in front of the college. The individuals were not students and an
officer advised them to leave campus.
11:22 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a
vehicle driving recklessly in the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.
An officer issued a citation to the
driver for no proof of insurance.

Monday, Sept. 5

had been burned. The state flre
marshal was notified.
2:58p.m. A caller from Facuity Hall
reported a former Murray State
employee who may not know of
termination and try to teach class.
4:47 p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported her vehicle
had been keyed while parked in the
lot. A report was taken.

Wednesday, Sept. 7
9:17 a.m. A caller from the 16th
Street parking lot reported headlights were not turned off on an
unattended vehicle. Public Safety
could not contact the owner.
12:55 p .m . An individual r eported
a hit-and-ru n vehicle accident at
the wellness center. T he subject
was given a self-accident report.
3:28 p.m. A caller from Blackburn
Science Building requested emergency medical services. The caller
then reported the person needing
medical attention had left the
building, and was no longer in
need of assistance.
4:04 p.m. A resident adviser from
White College reported the smoke
detector in Room 321 was hanging
from the ceiling. Central Plant was
advised.
9:01 p.m. A caller from the
Regents College parking lot
reported a vehicle repeatedly cir·
cling the lot. An offlcer stopped
the vehicle, and the situ ation
appeared normal.
11:59 p.m. Housing advised some·
one in the second floor kitchen of
Hart College had burned food
while cooking. No alarms were
activated.

12:32 a.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported subjects
throwing items at the building. An
officer asked the subjects to leave.
5:31p.m. The residence director of
Elizabeth College reported two
vehicles parked in the space
reserved for him. The vehicles were Motorist assists - 5
gone upon officer arrival.
Racer escorts • 5
5:38 p.m. A bike was found at Col- Anests - 2
k-ge Courts. The bike was reported
stolen last week.
1&.37 p.m. A resident adviser from
Richmond College reported two
subjects outside who seemed like
they were about to tight. An officer Jacqueline Jordan, assistant news
reported the subjects were only editor, compiles Police Beat with
talking loudly, not fighting.
materials provided by Public Safe~sday, Sept. 6 1 ~ 1 1 ?.(Tu.fY· ~ di$wt~ calls are oot list12:15 •.l!l ·Th.~.~E;sigenf.~. ~ix~c.to{ qf. ed. F.qr .a compfete list ing, visit
Franklin CoUcge reported .a sign www.thenews.org.
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Mahatma Gandhi
John F. Kennedy
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
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T h e S D U S upports The A m e rican D e moc racy Pro j ect
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Community provides food, housing
From Page l
coming. Finally, Kentucky came
and rescued us. I got on my knees
and prayed 'Free us, Lord, this
day'!"
Smith said the Murray community welcomed her family and
gave them food and a place to stay.
"They give us everything we
could possibly need," Smith ~aid.
"My daughters have been offered
jobs, and my grandchildren have
been given the option to go to
whatever school they like."
Though Smith is relieved to be
in a safe place with clean water
and food, she is unsure of her
future.
"We have family in Dallas,''
Smith ~aid. "We are not sure if we
are going to go to Texas or stay in
Kentucky. We have to start all
over."
Cory Dodds, Paducah native and
University of New Orleans student, does not know if he will be
able to go back to school in the
area.
"There are rumors that UNO
could be out until next semester,"
Dodds said. "Schools in Tennessee
have opened their doors to all Gulf
Coast students, so l may have to
transfer."
Dodds left UNO during the recommended evacuation before the
hurricane hit.
Dodds said he was not worried
about the flooding but did not
want to risk his life to experience
the .destruction.
"One hundred forty-five miles
per hour winds are not something
I wanted to stick around for or see
if my apartment could withstand
them," Dodds said.
When he left Louisian a, it

seem ed like a nor.rnal summer
afternoon.
"If I wouldn't have seen people
boarding up their windows. I
would have had no Idea that I
needed to get out of there," Dodds
said.
Every day, citizens around the
country are watching as the aftermath of the storm unfolds.
It has left Americans wondering
if New Orleans could have done
more to prevent the tragedy.
Hurricane season affects New
Orleans, which is on the Gulf
Coast, every year, and residents
have d ucked under plenty of
strong hurricanes before Katrina,
Dodds said.
"The levees are only built to
withstand a (Category) 3," Dodds
said. "You would think that after
they got lucky so many times, they
wo uld try and protect such an
important historical city a little
more."
Dodds, like most Americans,· is
glued to the TV as news continues
to develop about the destruction.
He is just hoping some miracle
will come out of the event and
New Orleans can survive.
"I pray that there is still time to
save the people who lost everything," Dodds said. "I hope they
can rebuild the city and make it
better prepared for storms like
these since we now know what
these hurricanes are possible of
doing."
Even though he is safe, Dodds
continues to worry about New
Orleans and the people who
remain in the city.
"There are people down there
dying of thirst and hunger," Dodds
said. "People with common illnesses such as diabetes and asth-

rna need medicine. These people
just survived one of the worst
storms to ever hit the South. and
they're dying from things we
shouldn't ever have to worry
about in America."
Murray State students can help
hurricane survivors as part of a
local relief effort
There are several outlets for
students to give money and time.
They can donate money to the
American Red Cross by calling l800-HELP-NOW, visiting their
Web site www.redcross.org or
giving money to designated areas
throughout campus.
Regions Banks also set up a Hurricane Katrina relief fund and are
accepting donations.
Approximately 116 refugees
from New Orleans have taken residency at Camp WOW in Murray.
Roger Weis, American Humanics director, requested student volunteers help in the area relief
effort.
"They really need money," he
said. "We also need volunteers to
cook and spend time with the
kids.''
Weis said the refugees were
grateful for the outpouring of
community concern while they
start planning the rest of their
lives.
Students, faculty and staff can
help with the relief effort in a variety of ways.
Any organizations interested in
helping can contact Mark or
Collen Anderson at 293-5431.
Also anyone can donate canned
food, bottled water and other nonperishable items at the Carr
Health Building.

Misty HayYThe NPws

The Associated Press contributed
to this article.

Destiny Whit e (left) and Kayla White take a leisurely w alk outside Camp
WOW while enjoying an aftemoon snack Wednesday.

Colleges nationwide open doors, pockets for Hurricane Katrina victims
As of T uesday, six students
from the New Orleans area
'Tm just taking it day by had registered for classes at
day," Brown said.
Murray State. More were
Tuition for relocated stu- expected through this week.
Robertson said they are not
dents will be waived for the
first semester, said Don living on campus yet because
Robertson, vice president of of a housing shortage but
could move into the residence
Student Affairs.
Bo~s. • ,.. transpbrfation, ·halls later.
school supplies and other
Two relocated students are
necessities are being tem- living with area families, but
porarily provided for the stu- four reside at Camp WOW.
dents, too.
Robertson said several

From Pagel

expressed interest in living on
campus.
"The important thing right
now is to get them back in
school, so that was our focus,"
Robertson said. "We've put
out an invitation to others, so
if there are others who are
wanting to go to school tem-porarily, we can try and help."
Some refugees will be
allo wed to live in six of the
rental homes located near
campus and rent will be

waived, Alexander said via email.
Community organizations
like churches and on-campus
groups have pledged to assist
with meals and other needs.
Many also arc volunteering
their time.
"Our efforts have already
beguh, and it involves a great
deal of collaboration from
many people both inside and
outside
the
institution,"
Alexander said. "We arc very

grateful
for
everyone's
efforts."
Murray State is not the only
institution reaching out to
refugees.
Universities across the
nation are offering resources
to the approximately 75,000 to
100,000 college students the
storm affected.
However, some Murray
State students are leaving the
University temporarily to
head to New Orleans and help

with the rellef effort.
Five enrolled students who
arc in the National Guard are
in New Orleans aiding in the
relief effort.
The University is also working with these students to help
continue their education.
Students needing more
information on transferring to
Murray State from a school
Hurricane Katrina damaged
can contact Donna Harris at
(270) 762-3380.

Connect . Explo re. Serve.
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Opinion Editor: Carrie PonJ
P h one: 762-4468

Do you feel relief efforts
for the Gulf Coast have
been handled well?
"Yes. T he majority of people have
been evacuated.
The people who
are still in New
Orleans don't
want to leave."
Amber James
&Mior, Paducah

"Yes. Everyone is
teaming up to
help others even
in Kentucky and
at Murray State."

Patrice Bradley
scphornore. East Prairie. Mo.

"Yes. I think its
great that Murray
State has been
helping."

Casey Crane
junior, Paducah

"No because l
think more goods
and supplies
should be accepted than money."

OPINION
Hurricane
relief effort
inefficient
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all
section editors.
Since Katrina ravaged the Gulf
Coast last week, people have
begun arguing about who is to
blame for the lack of planning
before the disaster.
Many contend that, had someone planned better, the devastation and death tolls in many of
the areas could have been greatly lessened.
While this could be the case,
there is no real way to prevent
the damage from a natural disaster of Katrina's magnitude.
Now is not the time to decide
whether pre-hurricane preparation was handled adequately or
who is to blame. It is appropriate to ask these question only
when those hurt by this disaster
are on the road to recovery.
At this point, people need to
focus on the relief effort and
getting New Orleans and other
affected areas on the road to
recovery rather than pointing
fingers at people to blame.
There is no real way to yet
assess where blame should go.
After the terrorist attacks in

I

New York and Washington,
D.C. on Sept. ll. 2001. everyone
immediately sprang to action to
get survivors out of the wreckage. Only months down the road
did debates about whether
something could have been
done to prevent the attacks
begin.
The criticism that has been
fired back and forth about who
is to blame for the mishandling
of planning for Katrina has no
place in the discussion. What
does merit criticism now, however, is the time it took to mobilize relief efforts and the lags
that continue.
According to CNN.com. after
Katrina hit, it took two days for
President George W. Bush to
survey the damage in New
Orleans and announce a major
federal mobilization to the area.
Had the same thing happened
after Sept. 11, heads would have
rolled. There is no way anyone
would have found it acceptable
to leave New York's Jocal and
state governments to virtually
fend for themselves for two
days.
P.cowe have been stranded in
New Orleans for days without
fooJ, water or medicine. The

~~

unBREL.LA
contaminated however, is that absolutely no
w ith disease and bacteria, and response was given. By not
people are killing one another responding to this generous
for food and medicine.
offer, it seems the government is
The government has accepted more concerned with maintainaid from several countries ing a long-standing grudge than
including Britain, France, M exi- the safety of its people.
While people are dying from
co and Germany and international organizations such as the the diseased waters and lack of
United Nations and NATO.
proper medical care, the govHowever, as of Sunday night, ernment seems to disregard a
the government had failed to chance to acquire almosL 43,000
respond to Fidel Castro's offer pounds of medical supplies.
to send 1,585 Cuban doctors,
Instances such as these arc
each of whom would carry 27 -prime examples of the govern ·
pounds of medicine.
ment's inability to handle this
Because the United States and crisis situation. It leaves us with
Cuba are not on good terms, it is a question that begs to be
understandable the government answered: if we are unable to
wants to make sure everything handle a predicted natural dLc:;aswill be safe for our country's cit- t eT, what other more unpre izens.
dictable situations arc we
What is not understandable, unequipped to handle?

Student considers good grammar lost art form
In My
Opinion

freshman. Murray

Erin Cummins/The News
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Officials respond slowly

Danyel Tolley

2609 University Station

ONE PER

Jim
Burress
" I T SEEMS
GRAMMAR IS A

LOST ART."

When it comes to certain
things. I am a geck. I can
admit that.
I spent four years earning
a degree in En~li~h. und
although I cannot remember much about Renais·
sance literature, 1 seem to
have absorbed every gram·
mar rule known to man.
I can even explain what a
gerund is. Spell it, no.
Explain it, yes.
Normally, this level of
geekdom is a good thing. I
have few comments from
professors on how terrible
my sentence constructions
are, I tend not to end sentences with prepositions,
etc. It often works to my
advantage.

However, a few weeks
ago, this "blessing" almost
caused me to wreck my
car.
"Welcome
MSU Students. Drive Safe," flashed
the marquee just North of
campus.
Sure, I felt wekomed.
But I also fixated on what
the grammar gods might
consider an abomination.
Chances are you didn't
even notice the error, and
maybe that is the problem.
The correct form should
read, "Welcome, MSU Students. Drive Safely."
I think what is most bothersome is the fact that this
was the first thing I saw as
I came towards campus.

To me, it might as well
have read, "Welcome notso-bright students. We
have low expectations.
The details are unimportant. But keep your eyes on
the road!"
In all fairness, I am not
even sure if Murray State is
responsible for the sign.
Nonetheless, it sticks in
my head as indicative of a
bigger trend. It seems
grammar is a lost art.
There really is a difference between "your" and
"you're." Likewise, your
professor might appreciate
you knowing the proper
use of"effect" (a noun) and
"affect" (a verb).
If you still do not get it,

that is OK. Those who ere·
ated the brand Healthy
Choice do not get it, and
they seem to be doing OK.
Notice the next time you
stand in line at Wal-Mart
how the smaller lines invite
you to join if you have "20
items or less." Nope. Not
right either.
There arc a million of
them all over the place.
The lesson?
Do not
major in English if you arc
neurotic like I am.
Whatever you do, do it
well (no, not good).

Jim Burress is a mass com munications graduate student from Louisville.
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Recent comments
selfish, ungrateful
I found myself quite trou·
bled last Friday when I read
Jim Burch's commentary
regarding Winslow Dining
Hall, and felt it needed a
response.
For the last two summers,
I was blessed to have an
internship in downtown
Nashville and a free residence in a large Franklin.
Tenn. house with a warm
meal ready for me to eat
every night when I returned
home.

The Murray State News strives to be the University commu111ty's source for informalion.
Our goal is to present that information In a fa•r
and unbiased manner and also provide a free
and open forum for expressiOn and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
learning env.ronment for those students interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorsh1p and advance approval of copy: and, Its
editors should be free to develop their own edl·
tonal and neWJ policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edited by students and Is an offiCial publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News i6 free. Additional copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

Every day, I was confront·
ed with the fact I was
blessed to have all that I had.
At the young age of 21, I
already had a great job and
drove a nice SUV. So many
people in other countries,
and many in our own, cannot
even say that.
One only needs to spend a
short time watching television before he sees a commercial pleading for sympathetic people to sponsor a
starving child in Africa with

a waist size no bigger than
one of our arms.
Because of this; we have to
take an honest look at our
lives and realize just how
much we have. To verbally
degrade Winslow food is
really ~hamcful and reveals
just how sclfi~h many of us
can be.
The main theme I saw in
Burch's commentary was,
"We deserve better. Give us
more.'' I have to disagree
with that.
We don't deserve what we
already have. We are so
lucky to be in a country in
which we don't have to rely
on someone sponsoring us
through a ch:1rity.
We arc already blessed
enough to be able to attend a
University with the hope of
getting a degree. Let's not
waste our time complaining
about food.
All the workers in
Winslow dll everything they
can to give us a good prod·
uct, and I respect them a
great deal for that.
To the employees at

Winslow: I applaud you. You
do a splendid job serving us,
especially on the measly
budget the state of Kentucky
provides.
Burch's commentary said
long Winslow lines are not
worth the wait. I have to ask
the question: would Hurricane Katrina victims consider the lines worth the wait?
What about those starving in
Africa? let's count our blessings.
Barry Morris
Senior
Germantown, Tenn.

Blame games hurt
recovery efforts
Katrina has ravaged the
Gulf Coast. Families from
Louisiana. Mississippi and
Alabama have been tossed
into a flurry of chaos and are
unlikely to recover soon. Oil
production is down, causing
a major increase in gasoline
prices.
Despite this tragedy, the
communities of the nation

and world have come
together to help the victims
of Katrina.
However, a major battle is
brewing over who is to
blame. While the rescue
effort is still underway,
many political figures have
engaged in the blame game.
Many in the media believe
the rescue and recovery
efforts were inadequate, late
and poorly executed. The
Democrats of the U.S Senate
have already called for 9/11·
like investigations, and the
mayor of New Orleans has
publicly blamed the state
and federal governments.
This political commentary
is premature at all levels.
While many remain trapped
in the disaster areas without
food and water, the political
figures are concerned with
averting responsibility for a
natural disaster.
This blame game extends
beyond the government. Aid
agencies and the military,
who serve as the primary
rescuers in this time of crisis. also have placed blame.

This anger and petty arguing needs to be set aside
until the crisis in the Gulf
Coast can be resolved. Only
when the cleanup is com·
plete should people fight it
out.
Jeremiah Jaggers
Senior
Murray

Write to us
The Murray .State New:.
welcomes commentanes
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300
wonts or Jess and must be
sipcd.
Contnbutors
should include addresses
and phone numbers for verification. Please include
hometown. c lassification.
title Qr relationship to the

University.
Commentaries should be
limited to 600 words. The
Murray Stare
News
reserves the right to edtt for
style, length and content.
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'Murray Air' unwilling to meet customers' needs
In My

Opinion

Elizabeth
Cawein
"AND BECAUSE
IT WILL FIX
ITSEI F, IT Wll.L

HAPPEN AGAIN
NEXT YEAR.
AND THE YEAR
AFI"ER THAT..."

Housing office overbooks
despite inconvenience
Welcome to Murray Air, ladies always smooth themselves over
and gentlemen. Please fasten in the end.
your seat belts and secure any
Though this example might be
carry-on luggage, as we expect a bit extreme, it is not unusual
record amounts of turbulence at for airlines to oversell flights
our altitude of 30,000 feet, flying regularly. In this way, the Murhigh over your college career.
ray State Housing office bears a
We hope you don't mind that striking resemblance to a major
each seat on our 747 today has· airline: they overbook the resibeen sold to approximately four dential colleges each fall, countpeople. All four of you should be ing on enough cancellations to
able to balance on top of one •make the puzzle pieces fit.
another comfortably for the
The best part comes next. Airduration of our four-year tlight. lines could learn a few things
If not, you can feel free to with- from Housing on this one. Even
draw from our flight at any time when the residential colleges
so we might sell your onc·fourth were massively overbooked
of a seat to another customer.
. nearing the first day of school,
For those passengers who per· Housing continued to accept
sist, rest assured that by the end applications from incoming stuof the flight, you will have a seat dents.
to yourself. These problems · Just wait, though, it's going to

Organization provides relief worldwide
In My

Opinion

Jolene
Miesner
"WHEN FACED
WITii TRAGEDY
IN OUR OWN
COUNTRY, IT IS
EASY TO
BECOME l.ESS

AWAR£ OF
011IERS WORI.D
WIDE .•. THIS IS
)U:,T THE TIME

TO HELP US
UNDERSTANO
MORE FULLY
TilE SUFFERING
THAT OCCURS
AROUND THE
WOR.I;D."

As you read this, there
are young girls being sold
as slaves in Kosovo. In
Khartou, Africa, a 13-yearold disabled boy is being
detained and facing torture alopg with more than
200 other residents. In the
United States, husbands or
boyfriends murder an
average of four women a
day.
These are a few isolated
incidents of human rights
violations that occur daily
throughout the world.
While it is depressing to
think about, even more
depressing is the idea of
accepting these violation:;
without attempting to
help.
When
faced
with
tragedy in our own country, it is easy to become
less aware of the suffering
of others worldwide. l
believe, however, that thi~
is just the time to help us
"fully understand the suffering that occurs around
the world.
I have recently become
involved with the human
rights group Amnesty
International.
Amnesty has more than
1.8
million
members
worldwide who work to
create a world where
every person can enjoy the
same human rights.
Amnesty International
uses many methods to

knows your name but we're
always glad you (and your
money) came.
By the end of the semester, the
situation will be fixed, at lenst
according to Housing. The cor·
rect number of people will be in
each room, RAs will no longer
have roommates and students
who pay for privates might not
either. The Housing office will
be done shaking up residents like
vodka in a martini jig, throwing
the overflow students wherever
there is empty space and giving
them little choice in the matter.
And because it will fuc itself, it
will happen again next year. And
the year after that, and so on.
Murray Air will continue to be in
..an oversold situation" as the
gate attendants like to tell you
when you wait at the terminal to
board your plane. Only they
won't offer you a free plane ticket and a place to stay. They won't
offer you anything.
Well, I take that back. They'll

get so much better. See, the University gives itself the power to
be completely insensitive to anyone's needs or concerns by
requiring some out-of-state students to live on campus to
receive regional tuition.
Because Housing is a requirement, it is as if students waive
their right to complain about
everything. Ever the public relations machine, that Housing
office. (Maybe they learned that
one from the airlines, too.) Residential colleges? They're great!
Overbooking? No big deal.
Everyone is completely happy
and satisfied with their rooming
situation, even the six or eight
people in handicap rooms. the
people who pay for private
rooms and the resident advisers
who are stuck with roommates.
They like it the most, to be honest. And even if they didn't, they
sure as hell wouldn't tell you otherwise. This is the Housing
office, after all, where nobody

enact a change when they Amnesty International at
have
discovered
and Cinema International.
researched a human rights
The amount of people
violation. 'fhis may range who expressed interest in
from public demonstra- the works of Amnesty and
tions to letter writing or helped by signing petitions
simply educating the pub- or
making donations
lic on the situation at hand. encouraged me greatly.
All of this is done
For this reason, I am trythrough the donations of ing to reach out to other
its members and support- students and staff who
ers throughout the world.
may be interested in joinOn the organization's ing Amnesty International
Web site, I found many in their effort to promote
success stories. Among human rights throughout
these, I found the story of the world.
Professor Yury
BanOver the next few
dazhevsky of Belarus.
weeks, I wiU be in contact
A respected scientist. with Amnesty InternationDandazhevsky was being al and am hoping to orgaheld on falsified criminal nize further activities.
charges because of his If you are interested in
opinion on the health finding out more about
iiJlpacts of the Chcrnobyl Amnesty
International
accident.
visit their Web site at
After more than 400 stu- www.amnestyusa .org.
dent groups protested and
If you would be interest6,300 I U.S. rnl?mbcrs !lent ed in helping to start a
actions, on Aug. S, Profe~ r campus branch or would
sor Bandazhevsky was like to help organize an
released after serving half · event, e-mail me at
of his eight-year sentence. jolene.miesner@murI am ever the optimist raystate.cdu.
Hopefully we can work
and believe it is truly possible for one person to together to support an
make a difference in the organization that is trying
world. 1 believe. however, to make the world a better
it is even ('.'lsier for a group place for everyone.
of people with good lnten·
tions to do so.
Last weekend I set up a Jolene Miesner is a senior
table with p!.'titions. letter liberal arts and Spanish
writing requests and a double major from O'Faldonations envelope for lon, Ill.

In My

Opinion

Jonathan
Bloodworth
"MANY PEOPLE
ARE SUFFERING
AND DYING IN
OCR OWN
COUNTRY. THE
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT IS
BFING SLOW TO

HELP, SO IT TS
OUR DUTY AS
CITIZENS TO

HEI.I' OUR FELLOW CITIZENS."

dozen universities in the
Gulf Coast region.
Thankfully, in light of
this tragic event. many
universities have stepped
forward to help out. Many
have extended their final
t'nrollment dates. allowed
reduced fees or waived
fees completely.
Many others, including
Murray State and Texas
Southern University, have
stepped forward in much
deeper ways: these two
schools have both opened
their doors to not only
students, but displaced
faculty as well.
So now. many of these
victims will have a new
place to call home. This
will hopefully be a step
toward recovery and
maybe even be a good
change in their lives.
However, we cannot
solely focus on students.
There arc millions suffering from this tragedy. It's
not just our peers who arc
affected, but everyone
who lives in that region.
Many have lost their
lives from the hurricane
and resulting floods, as
well as the disease
brought in with the flood
water.
Thankfully, in response
to this tragedy, several
organizations have decidl'd to help.
The National Guard has
been deployed to aid the
overwhelmed police force
as well as to distribute
supplies. The Red Cross
has moved in to provide

medical supplies. food,
clean water and other
necessities.
Though a hurricane
could never make its way
up here, there are other
disasters that could reach
our region of the country.
When you think about
everything that has happened in the gulf, don't
treat it as a distant
tragedy that could never
happen here. Think of
how it would be if we had
to reverse roles with the
residents of the southernmost states.
If you have never
donated to an organization before, now is the
time to step forward.
There are many local,
national, and even international groups collecting
money and supplies for
the victims. It doesn't
matter how small the
donation is. Any amount
will help.
Many people are suffering and dying in our own
country. The national
government is being slow
to help, so it is our duty as
citizens to help our fellow
citizens.
Remember, this will not
be just a passing event.
'rhe aftereffects of this
disaster will continue to
be part of our society for
years to come.
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Price of beauty high for animal lover
In My

Opinion

Carrie
Pond
"I KNOW TI-lAT
WHEN I AM OLD,
I WILL OWN 50
CATS AND BE
GRANTED THE

TITLE OF THE

'CRAZY CAT
LADY' IN MY
NEIGHBOR-

HOOD."

Jonathan Bloodworth is an
undeclared freshman from
Paducah.

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant
lifestyles editor for The Murray
State News.

[fORClD EVACUATIONS)

Hurricane effects far-reaching.
Think back to your
freshman year at Murray
State and remember how
you felt. Everyone has a
different experience and
different memories, be
they bad or good.
Now imagine if only
weeks after you started,
your
school
was
destroyed. For many college students in the South,
this is how their college
careers have begun.
Some of these students
studied
and
worked
extremely hard to get into
these universities. but
now, after all that hard
work, they won't even get
to attend.
This doesn't just affect
ftrst-year students: think
of all the upperclassmen.
For some.
Murray
became your home. All
your friends now live here
instead of in your hometown. What if you had to
leave? You'd be separated
from your home and
friends.
This is now reality for
these students. I wonder,
what will happen to these
students?
Will
they
receive refunds or just be
shipped off to other
schools? Do they even
have a say as to what
school they will be sent
to?
Worse yet, think of the
local students who lost
not just their school, but
their hometown. As of
right now, 75,000 to
100,000 students have
been put out of over three

give you an attitude, a smile in an
effort to convince you they care.
excuses and a promise that
things will be OK. And you'll
keep coming back for more, like
we aU do. because somehow we
still enjoy going to this University enough and value the educa·
tion we're receiving enough to
keep getting screwed by the
Housing office year after year.
And let's be honest and give
credit where credit is due. It's
not the housing office pulling the
strings. It's the administration.
that mythical wizard behind the
curtain who dreams in dollars
and shades of green.
But what am I talking about?
There's no problem. This is Ken·
tucky's public ivy university,
after all. Could there be a more
infallible institution?

I love animals. When Twas a
little girl, I dreamed about
becoming a veterinarian or a
zookeeper.
In middle school, I adorned
my locker with World Wildlife
Federation
stickers
and
watched the National Geographic channel religiously.
Even now, I still treat animals like they are people. I
know when I am old, I will
own 50 cats and be granted the
title of the "Crazy Cat Lady" in
my neighborhood.
So, when my roommate
started talking about her hiatus on products that tested on
animals, it wasn't that surprising I was interested in joining
her cause.
What I found out was not
comforting. After looking on
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animal's Web site, I
realized that many of my
favorite brands test on animals.
I also found out rabbits or
other testing animals are
sprayed in their eyes with various beauty products until
they go blind. Other times, animals arc put in rooms and
hairspray is let into the room
in gas-chamber fashion until
half of them die. The other
half, deemed useless, are
exterminated.

Obviously, I was horrified. I
am a woman who cried after
reading pygmy chimpanzees
are an endangered species. so I
was disgusted my hair was
shiny and smooth at the
expense of little Thumper.
So from now on, I will not
buy products if they arc not
cruelty-free. Really, there are
quite a few companies that do
not test on animals. Both Bath
and Body Works and Victoria's Secret do not test any of
their beauty products on animals, as do many others.
Apparently, it really isn't
that much more expensive to
find other ways of testing
products. Artificial skin grafts
cnn be used in place of animals
to ensure the products are safe
to sell.
I understand that just
because I stop buying Suave or
Aussie shampoo. those companies wiU not stop testing on
animals.
However, as an animal
lover, it makes me feel better
to know that when I fuc myself
up all nice and pretty, it wasn't
at the expense of another creature. As a future crazy cat lady,
this makes me rest a little easier.

Carrie Pond is the opinion editor for The Murray State News.
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Local gas prices drop
after passing $3-mark

e

Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mstonefit!ld@thenews.org

What is the name of the
Supreme Court Justice who
died recently?

Murray experienced a
slight decrease in gas prices
this week although fuel in
some areas of the state still
costs more than $3.
Diane Connelly, assistant
manager at Murphy USA,
said the price of a gallon of
regular unleaded gasoline
was $2.89 Wednesday, down
10 cents from the previous
week.
Despite a rise in gas prices
due to Hurricane Katrina,
Connelly said she did not
notice a change in business
at the gas station.
"Everyone went into a
panic (last week, but) it's
still been real steady," Connelly said.
Murphy USA did not sec a
change in sales due to Labor
Day weekend travels, Con·
nelly said, but she attributed
this to consumer concerns
with fuel supply.
"Everyone seems to stick
with their routine and their
plans," Connelly said.
Roger Boyd, director of
public affairs at AAA Kentucky, said the decrease in
gas prices across the state
this week indicates more
security in the oil market.

Chief Justice William Rehnquist,
80, died Saturday from thyroid
cancer. He served on the Supreme
Court for 33 years and eight
months.

What you said:
"I can give a description. He is an
old guy with an old gray beard
and a cane. And he shakes a little."
Tony Valenti
freshman from St.Louis

"I don't know. I don't ever watch
the news."
Melony Millay
junior from Owensboro
''Rehnquist, I saw it on the news
last night."
Haley Fountain
freshman from Benton
"Rehnquist, what Haley said, I
know because I am smart."
Sarepta Hooks
freshman from Benton

The shortage of gas
caused Labor Day weekend
travelers to worry about driving to cities whose fuel
supply seemed qu.::stionable,
he said.
"Obviously we saw a
change in travel," Boyd said.
"We did see people come in
who wanted to make a shorter trip (than they originally
planned)."
A drop in travel is likely
with fall approaching. Boyd
said.
''The bigger issues are
whether or not the refmeries
are able to produce (enough
oil for the upcoming) winter," Boyd said.
Though gas prices exceeded $3 across the state, Boyd
said prices for regular
unleaded fuel remained at
$2.89 in Louisville.
"We're still encouraging
motorists to conserve as
much as they can," he said.
On Sept. 2, an e-mail was
sent to all Murray State faculty and staff regarding the
use of fuel fur University
traveL The e-mail reminded
faculty and staff Murray
State's fuel budget was limited and the fuel shortage was
expected to last up to a
month. Officials advised
University employees to
limit travel as much as possi-

blc in order to lessen the
•problem.
Many students arc also
trying to conserve gas.
"f have a car that gets
great gas mileage. but the
prices have become so
ridiculous that I never want
to drive anymore," Jenna
Alred, a
junior from
Louisville, said.
The Congressional Budget
Office Wednesday estimated gasoline prices would
peak this month at 40 percent higher than prices this
summer. The national average retail price of regular
unleaded gasoline climbed
pholos hy lrin Cummins/lht• N£•ws
46 cents last week to $3.07
per gallon. 34 percent above Greg Widmer of Paducah fills his Honda Tribute
with gas at FJreStar BP on 16th Street. H e spent
the Julr national average.
According to the Energy · $3L30 for almo st 11
Information Administration.
a division of the Department
of Energy, U.S. retail gasoline prices should fall to
$2.58 a gallon later this year.
Crude oil price estimates
continued to decrease as
Gulf Coast production
recovered. Traders found
Katrina's damage to petroleum facilities was less than
originally feared. The Port
of New Orleans in the Gulf
Coast could reopen next
week.
The Associated Press contributed to this article.

"Rehnquist, is it?"

Megan Tanner Jim Burress
junior from Duquoin, Ill.

Contributing Writer
For years, Ann Landini, associate
professor of journalism and mass
communications, has taught her
copy editing class with computers
close at hand, because of "necessity."
However, she moved the class this
year after a surveillance camera was
installed in :her regu Jar classroom.
1
Two surveillance cameras were
installed this summer in classrooms
in the journalism and mass communications department uses. One of
those classrooms was where Landini
taught JMC 295 for years.
"l'vc taught for 32 years,'' Landini
said. "I've never taught with a camera on me. I don't want to start now."
At first, she tried to deal with the
intrusion by moving her podium to
the back of the classroom. Later. she
decided to move the class to a room
that did not have cameras. However,
the c-lassroom also docs not have
computers.
While she agreed that computer
labs need surveillance, Landini said
a classroom has no need for a camera.
The move means some adjustment

"I don't know, no guess what soever. It is a conspiracy to empower
the Republicans."
a
Kristopher Inman
freshman from Shelbyville
"William Rehnquist."
Lindsay Schuman
senior from Colorado Springs,
Colo.
"Rehnquist."
Shannon Nichols
sophomore from Versailles
''I have a picture of him in my
mind, yet I cannot come up with a
name."

Brink Shinn
junior from Dallas
Correct answers: 7
Wrong ~ers: 6

Jessie Harper/guest

A security camera w as placed in a computer lab at Wilson Hall
to monitor student activity and prevent theft.
for students. Although computers
are not used daily in the class, Landini said students will have to move
between rooms if they need n computer for assignments.

The two new cameras feed into
the JMC office.
Jeanne Scafella, JMC chairwoman,
said some faculty members were not
comfortable with the addition. but
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there arc few alternatives with the
addition of expensive new computers.
Scafellu said the monitoring practices have changed in n•sponse to
faculty complaints. Originally, the
camcrns fed into a VCR with a 'IV
monitor. Now. the monitnr remains
turned off, but a tape stili records
activity.
"The purpose (of the camera) is to
record on videotape in casl' of 'a
theft," Scafella said.
New cameras are indicative of an
incrl!ascd security trend across campus.
For years, security cameras have
dotted both the inside amluutsidc of
just about every building on campus.
Just how many cameras, and their
exact loc.1tions, is information David
DeVoss. director of Public Safety.
would not divulge.
"For security purposes, it is not
prudent to disclose rhe specifics
regarding the camera systems,"
Devoss said via e-mail.
He would not comment on
whether all of the cameras arc visible or if some are hidden, but he said
the cameras are helping h) prevent
theft. burglary. vandalism and protect the student safety.

731-247-5794
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hive you an answer in about an hour.
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Policy changes promote Internet security
Corrie Christy
Contributing Writer
Murray State plans to change its
policy on Social Security numbers
and remove wireless routers
from residential colto
leges
increase
secu-

rity.
Janice
Thomasson, chief
information officer, said
though incidents of hacking and
stolen information have not been a
problem. the University is instituting
preventative measures.
"A number of major universities
have had some security breaches."
Thomasson said. "It isn't based on
mone}'. lt isn't based on technology.
Anybody is vulnerable."
Murray State has dealt with a
security hrcach previously. Karen R.
Taylor. a former Murray State

P.cul Chapman/guest

Wireless routers, which allow students to connect to the Internet
without an etbemet cord, are prohibited at Murray State because
the equipment is believed to compromise the University's server.

empluyce. was indicted in 2005 for
identity theft.
However. it was not because of
technological faults that the incident
occurred. Taylor had access to personal files and allegedly took advantage of h<'r position.
One potential threat is identity
theft. Social Security numbers are
used to identify students on campus,
which makes it possible for them to
be at risk for identity thdt.
A committee is researching the
potential problem in hopes of creating unique identifying numbers.
"Social Security numbers will
always be in some kind of file at
Murray State,'' Thomasson said.
"They will not completely go away."
The plan is to minimize the use of
Social Security numbers and supplement them with UlNs. which could
take a while. she said.
According to The New York
Times, several states - Wisconsin,
California, Arizona, New York and
West Virginia - have imposed
restrictions on using Social Security
numbers at colleges and universities.
University cultures everywhere
arc based on sharing ideas and
spreading information, said Janice
Thomasson. making them very vul·

because of wireless router users.
A sweep to conflscate personal
routers may be a possibility, Phillips
said. Walking up and down the dorm
balls with a laptop, Phillips can
detect the location of most broadcasting routers.
If the situation is not addressed,
routers will become a huge problem,
he said.
No details have hcen released concerning confiscation.
Phillips said University President
F. King Alexander has expressed
interest in putting wireless Internet
in the residential colleges when
funds are available.

''A number of major
universities have had
some security breaches.
It isn't based on money.
It isn't based on technology. Anybody is vulnerable."
Janice Thomasson

Chief Information Officer
ncrablc for security breaches.
Another concern is the use of
wireless routers, devices that transmit Internet access throughout a certain area wireless, at residential colleges.
A campus-wide e-mail from Student Affairs explained all personal
routers are prohibited in the residential colleges because they compromise security.
"Wireless routers can allow
anonymous access to the network."
Tommy Phillips. Local Area Network manger, said. "If I had to estimate, I would say there is at least
200 or 300 wireless routers."
Many students may experience
computer interferences and delays
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T he .Racer
voll e yball
team shows oft
supplies that fans
donated to Hurricane Katrina victims
at the three-team
Helping Hands Classic.

T ommy Dillard
Contributing Writer ·
Less than a week after
Hurricane Katrina pounded the Gulf Coast, the Murray State volleyball team
did what it could to help
storm victims.
Last weekend the Racers hosted
the Helping Hands Classic, a three-team
tournament that encouraged fans to bring food,
toiletries and other items to aid Katrina victims.
Murray was originally scheduled to open the
season last weekend in Mobile, Ala., at the University of South Alabama Invitational. When the
tournament was canceled because of Katrina,
Racer Head Coach Dave Schwepker decided to
bring the tournament to Murray.
South Alabama, along with Youngstown (Ohio)
State, agreed to come to Murray, and the Helping
Hands Classic began.
Schwepker said he was very happy with the
response the tournament received.
"For the tournament being thrown together so
quickly, the response from the community was
really exciting," Schwepker said.
The Racers got off to a rough start, losing both
matches Friday, but recovered with two wins Saturday, gaining a split in the tournament.
On Friday, Murray fought hard but was shut out
in both games, losing 0-3 to both Youngstown
State and South Alabama.
The Racers fell to Youngstown State 30-21, 3028, 30-27. Junior Katie Kemezys led Murray State

with
a gamehigh 22 kills.
Freshman
Alison
Mugler contributed 17 digs
and lead the Racers defensively.
In Friday's second game, South Alabama defeated Murray State 30-19. 30-25, 30-20. Against the
Jaguars, Kemezys once again led the way with 12
kills, and freshman Heather Norris had 14 digs.
Freshman Kelsey Hubert added 23 assists for the
Racers.
The team was able to turn things around Saturday, sweeping its final two games of the tournament. The Racers defeated South Alabama 3-1 and
shut out Youngstown State 3-0.
"A lot of it was just getting the jitters out,"
Schwepker said.
A few lineup changes also helped the Racers get
on the winning track. Schwepker put freshman
Lisa Forshee in as an outside hitter and Kelsey
Hubert at center. The Racers also changed its
passing to a two-woman passing system. They
defeated South Alabama 3-1 and shut out
Youngstown State 3-0.
"In one night we improved so much," said Katie
Kemezys, middle blocker. "Our defense and pass-

ing were amazing."
Kemezys led the way,
tying a Murray State record
for blocks in a game with 11.
She also added 15 kills. The Racers also received a boost from
Mugler who added 15 kills, served an
ace and recorded two blocks.
Against Youngstown State, Kemezys
dished out 17 kills and Norris added 23 digs.
Mugler and junior Julie Lashley served up three
aces as the Racers evened their record to 2-2.
Schwepker said he was glad the freshman-laden
team was able to get a few games under its belt
this weekend so it could learn to play together.
"I was really satisfied with the way everyone
played as a team on Saturday," Schwepker said.
"We stress that all the time around here."
Kemezys also was happy about the way the
team came together on Saturday.
"Our chemistry was very good," Kemezys said.
"All the nerves were calm. We were really clicking
on all cylinders."
Junior Allie Hunt was named to the all-tournament team for her balanced play. Kemezys, ]enna
Swilley of South Alabama, and Amanda Cindric, of
Youngstown State, split the Most Valuable Player
award
The Racers continue its season today at the
Western Illinois Pizza Hut Invitational in
Macomb, Ill. The team takes on Southern Mississippi at 4 p.m. Murray State also faces Western
Illinois at 10 a.m. on Saturday and Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne at 4:30 the followingday.

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 6 p.m.
MLB Baseball
Red Sox vs. Yankees
Saturday: ABC @ 11 a.m.
College Football
Notre Dame at Michigan

Saturday: ABC @ 7 p.m.
College Football
Texas at Ohio State
Sunday: CBS @ noon
NFL Week One
Titans at Steelers

Murray State Events
This Weekend: W Volleyball
Pizza Hut Invitational
Macomb, Ill.
Today: Soccer @ 2 p.m.
Skyhawk Invitational
Martin, Tenn.

·Saturday: Cross Country
Memphis Twilight Invitational
Germantown, Tenn.
Sunday: Rowing@ TBA
Land Between the Lakes
Louisville at Murray St.
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U.S. soccer
takes Ohio
by storm
Whoever said soccer would never be
popular in the United States was obvious·
ly not in Columbus, Ohio, Saturday.
There, I witnessed the American's dominating second-half performance, leading
to a 2-0 victory over the hated Mexicans.
The win clinched the United States a
berth for the 2006 World Cup, but, more
importantly, the abundance of American
pride in Columbus Crew Stadium was
overwhelming.
In international soccer, the United
States-Mexico rivalry is one of the most
emotional and heated. The players hate
each other, as do the fans. There is no
trading jerseys after the matches between
these two bitter rivals.
With the game
starting at 7:30 p.m.,
my friends and I
arrived at the parking lot around 3 p.m.
for some tailgating.
Immediately.
we
saw what we were
up against, and the
Mexicans already
had their own little
spot with salsa
music blaring and
their green, white
and red flags wav·
Nathan
ing.
Clinkenbeard
At first,
you
Sports Editor
would have thought
you were in Mexico, bur the scene
changed soon enough. When we started
there was a vacant spot in the grass, but
Americans soon filled it. Car horns, dirty
looks and verbal exchanges were common
in the parking lots, and the hostile feelings
all went into the stadium with the fans.
We had tickets in the reserved Sam's
Army cheering section, which puts Mick's
Maniacs to shame. Could you believe
there were actually people cheering in a
cheering section? But this wasn't any
cheering. This was ear-piercing, stands·
beating, non-stop yelling for our team.
There were tons of Sam's Army regulars
in the stands, then you had the first-timers
like my group. We didn't know any of the
cheers, but midway through the ftrst half,
we were caught up on everything, including the screaming, yelling, stomping and
clapping. rt might not sound like: much;
but with 2,500 fans in one set'tion yelling
and stomping as loud and hard as they
can, it tends to shake the entire stadium.
The first half was pretty dull, and nei·
ther team did much except for the end of
the half when goalkeeper Kasey Keller
made a diving save off a Mexico free kick.
Of course we greeted him with a loud
chant that gave the team and crowd some
momentum going into the second half.
Then there was our first goal of the
game in the second half. In the process of
jumping and yelling with my American
flag draped across my back, I crushed my
shin against the bleacher in front of me
and almost fell over twice. Complete
strangers became my best friends as I
turned around and hugged and hlgh-fived
whoever was in range.
Then there was our second goal. Seven
minutes later, we had a two-goal lead and
I had beer all over me. Toilet paper was
being thrown evcfYV!.·here, beer was being
showered upon the fans, and I reunited
with my new friends for another round of
hugs and high-fives. Still smarting from
my shin, I made sure I jumped with some
sort of control.
With a two-goal lead, the Americans
played defensively. but Sam's Army continued on the offense for the rest of the
game with verbal taunts toward the Mexi·
can side. When the fmal whistle sounded,
the American players all ran out on the
field with flags draped over them.
Sam's Army stayed in the stands for 20
minutes after the game, chanting and
yelling as the players came to us in the
North end zone and applauded their
approval. Every American there was able
.. to walk out of Columbus Crew Stadium
with their heads held high but not before
the players left the field, of course.
For one night, at least, soccer in America was alive and well.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comment.~
to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

photos by Cindi

Crippslgu~t

Offensive lineman Eugene Russell pancakes defensiv e tackle Rance Powell during the Racers' preseason scrimmage.

Defeat will be gauge for rest of season
Nathan Clinkenbeard

Murray State the lead and ultimately
Its only points of the game after
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
junior kicker Gary Crass missed tl)c
extra point. Cook. a New Orleans
Head Coach Joe Pannum:io was native, practiced and played all week
not thanking Mississippi State Head while thinking Hurricane Katrina
Coach Sylvester Croom or his Bull- may have destroyed his house.
dogs squad after Saturday's 38-6 loss
Cook's touchdown capped a fivein Starkville. but he could if the Rae- play, 80-yard drive that took the
ers make a run for an Ohio Valley Racers only 1 minute and 16 seconds,
Conference title.
but it was the last time duriqg the
Pannunzio now has an idea of game the Racers would be inside
where his team stands and what it Bulldogs territory. Mississippi State
needs to work on to get ready for fon:cd seven punts and two
Indiana State and the rest of the sea- turnovers, limiting the high-powered
~n.
Racer offense to 229 yards.
"The biggest thing for us was to
Junior quarterback Ken Topps,
get a game underneath our helts so starting his first game for Murray
we could get an idea of where we're State and playing the school he origgoing," P~unzia said. "The to~ Jaally. ~ llllitb;out;ofmp;schaol.
thing for us is sometimes when you completed 11-of-16 for 144 yards.
step up a level you can't get the exact Topps was sacked twice but avoided
barometer of what you got. I still several others with his mobility and
think we're a couple games away gained 23 yards on nine carries.
from really finding out how good or
Topps's counterpart, Omarr Conhow bad we really are."
ncr, threw for 233 yards and four
The glimmer of hope in the game touchdowns. including a 37-yard
was the Racers' 6-3 lead in the clos- pass to wide receiver Tee Milons
ing minutes of the first quarter that that gave the Bulldogs the lead for
the team held until midway thmugh good at 10·6 with 6:55 remaining in
the second quarter.
the first half.
Pannunzio said he was pleased his
Conner completed another touch·
team put together a few drives down-scoring drive before the half
against the Bulldogs defense.
was over with a 49-yard pass to wide
"I don't think I ever felt real cer- receiver Keon Humphries two mintain about our defense controlling utes later. The two connected again
the game, but I was impressed that to begin the scoring in the 21-point
our offense was able to move the ball third quarter.
at times," Pannunzio said. UI am disThe Bulldogs starter Pannunzio
appointed we turned the ball over was most concerned about, senior
twice. I think those turnovers led to running back Jcrious Norwood.
easy scores that opened the game pounded the Racer defense for 123
up."
yards on 16 carries but Pannunzio
Junior running back Chad Cook said he believed the defense did its
scored from 13 yards out to give job to contain him.
Sports Editor

H ead Coach Joe Pannunzio signs a poster for a young fan. Last
Saturday's game against the Mississippi Stat e Bulldogs was
Pannunzio's seventh game against a Division 1-A opponent.
"The one thing you noticed if you
were there is Jerious Norwood is a
great running back, but he never
popped himself into open holes,"
Pannunzio said. "I hope I can
attribute that to the speed we have
on defense. We did a good job of
containing him."
Murray State had 31 players partie-

ipate in the game in contrast to Mississippi State's 63 players who saw
action.
The Racers have two weeks to
prepare fur Indiana State, which has
won the teams' last three meetings.
The Sycamores won the three games
by a combined 17 points, and one of
the contests going to overtime.

Cross country teams begin season at Belmont
AutumnBoaz
Contributing Writer
The men's and women's
cross country teams opened
their seasons Friday at the
Belmont Invitational in
Nashville with the women's
team running a 4K race and
the men racing on a 5K
course.
Rather than holding a typ·
ical morning race, Belmont
University chose to hold the
meet in the afternoon.
Senior captain Lauren Wilson enjoyed running in cool·
er weather.

"Sometimes (the afternoon meets are) hotter than
our morning races. so it's a
disadvantage,'' Wilson said.
"But everybody's running
the same race."
Despite the afternoon
humidity and Percy Werner
Park's inconsbtent terrain,
each of the five Murray
State women finished with
times under 17 minutes :tnd
30 seconds with freshman
Alaina Zanin leading the
way, recording a time of
15:40.17.
In the men's race, junior
John Gorey led the way for

his four freshmen team·
mates, fmishing the course
in 16:08.51. The women's
team finished ninth out of 14
teams, and the men placed
ninth out of 11.
Assistant Coach Greg
Storm said the men's team
competed with two injured
runners and was not expected to perform as well as it
did.
"We have a lot of room fM
improvement, but it's a long
season," Storm said. "I
expect a better outcome
next week with everybody
being healthy."

With the ftrsr race out of
the way, the runners and
coaches are t'agcr to
improve.
Lauren Wilson said the
young teams have matured
under Head Coach Dereck
Chavis.
"He's doing a great job,
and he's recruited well,"
Wilson said.
Chavis said making the
transition from high school
to college is one of the
struggles his new team
faces. On both teams, freshmen comprise about half the
roster.

..1 have a very young men
and women's team." Chavis
said. "We have some good
young runners, and our veterans are coming on strong.
I think they're going to be
pretty competitive."
The next scheduled meet
is the Memphis Twilight
Invitational Saturday. Both
teams will run under the
lights at the Mike Rose Soccer Complex in German·
town. Tenn.
The women's three-mile
race is slated to start at 8:30 •
p.m. with the men's fourmiter beginning at 9.
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Lack of scoring leads to 2 losses this week Great hunts
kickoff
dove season

DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The Murray State women's soccer
team played its home opener Sunday. searching for its first win of the
season against Southern Mississippi.
The Racers carne away empty-handed and dropped to 0-3.
By halftime, the Racers trailed by a
goal and had more shots than the
Golden Eagles. However. rwo second-half goals broke open the game,
improving Southern Mississippi's
record to 3-0.
Sarah McFadden opened the scoring almost midway through the first
half, which ended up being the
game-winner. Kim Turner and Carty
Barkley also scored goals.
Southern Mississippi goalie Holly
Cox recorded four saves in 90 minutes. and the Racers were shutou1
for the first time this season.
Murray State goalkeeper Annie
Fortier played the entire match and
made two saves in her third start.
Head Coach Mike Minielli was
pleased with the team's performance
despite the errors.
"We're 90 percent happy with the
game (Sunday)," Miniclli said. "We
just had three breakdowns (Sunday)
that led to the three goals for Southern Miss."
The Racers continued its home
schedule
Wednesday
against
Louisville, another Conference USA
opponent, and lost its third match by
one goal this season.
. The Murray State women's program began in 2000 and competed in
its lOOth match against the Cardi nals. The 1-0 defeat drops the program's overall record to 39-52-9.
Heather Engel scored the lone
goal midway through the second
half, which was all the Cardinals
needed to improve to 4-1.
Minielli has no complaints with
the offense or defense but knows his
team needs to put it all together.
"We've had games this season
where we've played well offensively.
and we've had games where we'w
played well defensively," Minielli

said. "We jusr have to do both on the
same day."
Four g01mcs into the season, the
Racers arc having problems finishing and have managed just two goals.
"We arc getting good chances to
score but we haven't been finishing,"
said Lauren Blessinger. junior
defender. ''We've been unlucky up to
this point, and it's only a matter of
time before they start falling."
.
Despite the slow start, Minielli
bclieve.o; the early competition will
help the players prepare for the
upcomint-: conference schedule.
"In the long term. I am confident
we will do wdl in OVC play. Southern Miss is ..·cry much like Eastern
Illinois and Samford," Mike Min.ielli
said. "We just have to execute better."
The Racers travel to Martin,
Tenn.. wday to fact' Arkansas-Little
Roek in the Skyhawk Invitational at
2 p.m. The tc:1m plays again Sunday
against Suuth Alabama.

Senior midfielder Jessica FioraneW brings the ball up the field
as freshman midflelder Lauren Falls tries to get open for a pass.
The Racers fell to Louisville 1-0 on a second half goal.

Men's basketball-team sweeps Canadian exhibition
DanTepe

'l'he final game proved tb
be the biggest test against
Carleton. However, the Racers won in a close game, 67-

Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

While many students traveled home for Labor Day
weekend, the Murray State
men's basketball team journeyed to Canada for an exhibition tour.
The Racers played three
games in two days and
returned to Mu rray with
three victories, including a
win against Carleton University, which won the last
three college national titles
in Canada.
Murray State Head Coach
Mick Cronin had nothing but
positive things to say about
the trip.
"What a great experience
it was for our team to see
Canad a and some places
they've never seen before,"
Cro nin said. "The guys had a
good chance to get to know
each other again, and they
bon ded."
T he Racers were scheduled to open Saturday
against Royal Military College, but RMC canceled and
Murray played Algonquin
College instead.
Behind excellent shooting,
the Racers won 92-45. All 14
players on the roster scored,
and junior Shawn Witherspoon led the scoring with
sophomore Justin Orr scoring 13 points. Senior Issian
Redding and freshman Tyler

63.

[rin Cumnunsl f11e New)

Junior guard Trey Pearson surveys the defense as senior guard Keith Jenifer
guards him. The Racers won all three of Its exhibition games in Canada.
Holloway added 11 points
each.
As a team. Murray finished 37 of 57 from the field
and 2.3 of 31 in the second
half.
"1 am very proud of the
unselfish play we showed."
Cronin said. ··we all came

together and really played
well."
In the second game, the
Racers took on the Ottawa
University Gee-Gees and
won 81-64.
All but one of the players
got in the scoring column
and Withersp~on le~ the

offensive attac.k again with
IS points. Senior guard Keith
Jcnifcr added 12. and Orr
scored 11 points.
The Racers had problems
shooting from three-point
range and finished just seven
of 26 for the game. Overall,
they shot 27 of 56.

Carleton held the lead for
most of the second-half and
did not relinquish it until the·
eight minute mark. From
there, the Racers never
looked back.
Junior Trey Pearson led
the way. finishing with 17
points and knocked down all
four of his three-point
attempts. Redding also
scored 17 and grabbed seven
rebounds.
The coaches believe the
trip was successful and a
good tuneup before practice
can begin nationwide on
Oct. 14.
"It was great team building for our guys and it gave
some of the new guys a taste
of the competition we will
be facing this season," said
Chris Goggin, assistant
coach. "We faced some hard
teams with good, experienced coaches."
Despite the three victories
though, Goggin believes
there is still plenty of work
to be done to get ready for
the upcoming season.
"We need to concentrate
on individual improvement
and making better decisions," Goggin said. "We
need to build on our offense,
but we were pleased with
the intensity throughout."

Welcome back to all you hunters. I hope
that your hunting trip this past weekend
went as well as mine did. T his year's season has been more awarding than the past
two for my h unting buddies and me.
This weekend we had two great dove
hunts in a small town called Yorkville,
Tenn. T he sunflower fields proved to be
better than the two corn fields we hunted
all last year.
Watching the sunrise Saturday morning
was quite a spectacular sight for any dove
hunter's fmt d ay. Shortly after sunrise,
the birds started to fly. As the doves were
flying, all you could hear was the sound of
gun f.tre and everyone hollering "Bird!"
Around noon, the doves stopped flying,
and we headed back to the trucks where
my uncle cooked deer
a nd dove from last
year.
After we ate lunch
and got some drinks
and shells, everyone
headed back to the
dove field for some
more excitins bunting. The dO'IeS really
picked up their pace
around 3 p.m.. and my
fo ur buddies and I
reached our limit by
4:30. W e headed back
Jon
to the trucks to load
Holden
up and go ho me.
Outdoor
On Mo nda y, we
columnist
headed out to the
woods for some awesome squirrel hunting in the small town of Como, Tenn. As
soon as we sot to the woods. my brother
and uncle noticed that they had forgotten
their shells, so, of course, we all had to go
back to the trucks and get their shells. It
took us I know around fifteen minutes to
get back to the truck, where we proceeded to drag everything out of the truck
hunting for the forgotten shells. And it
wasn't but thirty minu tes later that my
brother and uncle fmally realized that
they in fact had forgotten their shells at
the houae. So this meant that we all bad to
divide my box of shells between all three
o f us.
Shortly alter daylight, I heard several
shots in the direction of my brother and
uncle md tboaibt they were in the honey
hole. Of course I was stiJI sneaking around
emp ty handed. Then I heard some start to
bark and turned around and seen that 1
had also found a honey hole of my own.
By the time t hat 10 a.m rolled around., I
had my limit ofsix and was heading out of
the woods when I heard my brother holler
at me to come to him.
When I got over to my brother and
uncle, they told me that they had shot at
least 11 or 12 squirrels. After di&ging
around on the ground for a few minutes
we soon found nine of the squirrels, then
we started waUting back to the truck.
While walking back to the truck. my
uncle and brother shot three more squirrels so they would have their limit as well.
When we got to the truck, we cleaned the
squirrels and beaded for home. Upon
returning home we decided to go ahead
and have a cook out with our dove that we
had bagged the day before and the squirrels that had Just been bagged that morning. So needless to say we were some
happy bunters by the time that we all got
done eating that night. Yl)U would think
that dove and aqairrel season would come
around more often, with as much fun as
we had that day and the day before.
This is oaly some of my first weekend
experiences for this year's hunting season.
I had a great Labor Day weekend while
spending time with my hunting buddies
and bagging a lot of wildlife as well. I hope
your fust hunting experience was as great
as mine. Just remember to be safe and
aware of other bunters.

Jon Holden is tlw outdoor columnist at The
M urray State News. E-mail comments to
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
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"I'm here in Murray, now where do I go?"

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Aputments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

OF COURSE

I

•
HOT, FRESH, DELICIOUS, ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

~

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

BUFFET
• Dessert Pizza • Pastas • Lasangna • Pizzas •
• Lots of Varieties! • Cheesesticks • Bread Sticks • Salad •

G

ONLINE DISPLAY ADVERTISING
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Aid for athletes
NCAA willing to bend rules in aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
(AP) INDIANAPOLIS- The NCAA
wants university officials and studentathletes to focus on recovery efforts
from Hurricane Katrina rather than
worry about infractions, schedule
changes or travel restrictions.
To help, college athletics' governing body may temporarily adjust some
of its most restrictive rules.
Steve Mallonee, the NCAA's managing director for membership services, said Wednesday the NCAA is
willing to give athletes and universities more latitude to travel, provide
more benefits to athletes' families and
even allow students to compete without attending classes because of the
storm that devastated the Gulf Coast.
..Any rule that can negatively
impact an institution or the studentathletes, I think we'll be proactive in,"
Mallonee told T he Associated Press.
"The message we'd like is that we
have a process that can and will be
flexible to any of our institutions that
are impacted."
Other potential changes include

moving games to different venues,
extending seasons, and possibly
allowing athletes' families to stay on
campuses.
In past years, schools have post·
poned or canceled games because of
hurricanes and other inclement
weather. The NCAA allowed some
games to be rescheduled, and after the
Sept. l1 terrorist attacks, the nation's
college games were postponed and
most were rescheduled.
Still, the NCAA has a reputation for
its rigid stances. The 2003 men's and
women's basketball tournaments
were not delayed by the start of the
Iraq war; the 1981 NCAA champi·
onship was played the night President
Reagan was shot; and some people
have complained the NCAA is prone
to following the letter of its voluminous rule book rather than the intent.
But, the NCAA has never faced anything like this.
Experts predict it could take
months for some areas, including New
Orleans, to recover. Classes could be

" Any rule that can
negatively impact an
institution or the studentathletes, I think we'll be
proactive in. ''
Steve Mallonee
NCAA Managing Director
for Membership Services
canceled - making athletes at those
schools ineligible under NCAA ruleswhile other schools may want to usc
football stadiums or basketball arenas
as relief centers.
That could force games to be can·
celed or moved.
The NCAA hopes a more flexible
approach will give schools an opportunity to help communities, allow athletes to assist family and friends and
compete on the playing field.
"The fi rst priority of those schools
caught in Katrina's path is the stu-

dents, staff and families who have
been put in harm·s way," President
Myles Brand said in a "tatement. "'t is
too early to say what the exact solutions will be, but the national office
will work to accommodate these
unique and unfortunate circumstances."
The impact of the rules changes
could be felt from coast to coast.
Mallonee said, if Southern California had a basketball player whose
home was in New Orleans, the NCAA
might ease some of its travel restrictions to help him get to Los Angeles.
Current rules only allow schools to
pay for nccc'ss:1ry travel to and from
school events and limit the timcframe
in which they can travel.
"They don't need to be worrying
about whether the situations they're
reacting to violate NCAA n1les," Mallonee said. ··we want them to do what
they need to do."
Brand said the organization also
would work with conference officials
on scheduling and other issues,

including qualifying for postseason
bowls or tournaments.
Already, Mallonee said he has spoken with officials from the Rig 12,
Conference USA, Southeastern and
Sun Belt. But with phone lines and
electricity sparse along the Gulf
Coast, Mallonee said he has not yet
reached officials from schools such as
LSU. Tulane and New Orleans.
Mallonee said in his 20 years with
the NCAA, he has never seen a weather-related catastrophe of this magnitude and that the NCAA wants to help
aid the recovery effort.
What the NCAA wants most,
though, is for evC'ryone to understand
that games arc secondary to helping
hurricane victims.
"Right now, we're focusing our priorities where they should be on the
people in the region," he said. "We
need to make sure we have our priorities right. We're the NCAA and we
deal with it from an athletic perspective. But this is much bigger than that.
It puts things in a unique perspective."

Come Join The Family

Alpha Delta Chi Rush 2005-06

Murray's Only Christian Sorority

September 12 - 16
Monday. 6 :30 p.m.
Informational Meeting and Game Night
Tuesday. 6 :30 p .m .
Girls Night Out
Wednesday. 8 p.m.
PJ Party (Come dressed comfy!)
Thursday. 6:30 p .m .
Surprise Night
Friday. 6:30 p.m . ~~""
Dinner
**Meet in front of the C uiTis Center bookstore**
ll

'' 1

If you have any questions call Amanda

at 859-797-5060 or Laura at 270-556-282 1
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Get up to date information
and much more right here!

You KNOW?

Swim Club

You can search
through the archives
of the Murray State
News on thenews.org
to rmd that time your
best friend was written up in police beat...
or any other useful
information!

At thenews.org you can find everything you
would in the printed version of The Murray State
News along with fun, new interactive features.
such as:

• Weekly polls of student opinions
• Discussion forum for events around
campus
• Streaming video
• Online submission of letters to the
editor

Now Organizing
11 interested, please call
162-6984 ilr 162-6191

Get your edition of The Murray State News today at

thenews.org

Open to all MSU students
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Jeans, cropped jackets hot items for fall
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Leaves changing from lush greens to bright
yellows, oranges and reds make most people
think about fall, but for others it means new
fashions are around tbe corner.
Iennifer Ballard, store manager of Underground Attitude, said jeans arc a big must-have
for fall.
"That's the biggest thing now coming in and
going out," Ballard said. "The detailed studs,
sequins and studding (on jeans), that's the kind
of style for fall this year."
Bohemian is the key look for fall.
"Anything kind of a bohemian ethnic look;'
Ballard said. "Anything wood, bangles, and gold.

•

Gold is really big. (It's) made a come back with
all the browns for fall."
Other accessories that are good for fall are
gold sequin purses. costume jewelry and gold
heels. For those on a tight budget, she said a few
must h:wc items are a good pair of jeans and a
cropped jacket,
"I would say a good pair of jeans and couple of
sequined shirts (and) cropped jackets." Ballard
said. "That's the really big thing because you can
put them with jeans or dress it up, but definitely
a good pair of jea.ns and a cropped jacket that
can be dressed up or down."
For men on the other hand, the style is slightly different.
"Black is very hot this fall for men with everything from raw-edged sweatshirLs and woven,
wrinkled shirts to ripped jeans," Ballard snid.

photos by Lauren OwemJgut'SI

Sparldy and sequin scarfs are popular to use as belts for the fall. (Right)
Ryan Humphrey, junior from Murray, models a button down, stripped
shirt with rolled up sleeves. Pairing button-down shirts with jeans is the
popular men's look this fall. For women, a good, classic pair of jeans and a
cropped jacket are the must-have items for fall.

For men, layers are in. Ian Douglas, a men's
suit sales associate at Paducah's Dillards, said
the latest look for college men is striped huttondown shirts with rolled sleeves layered
over a r-shirt and pnircd with jeans.
Mischelll' Stocum, manager of
Fashion llug, also said denim
and sequins are big bur
shrugs are popular too.
"(Shrugs arc) jackets that
tie or a lot of them fall below
the bust line like a hoh.:ro
jacket," she said. "Many
people pair hose with tank
tops."
However, students have
different ideas on what to
look for fall fashion.

Charidy Terry, junior from Unity, Til., said
wedged-heel shoes arc one item every woman
should have.
Ronnie Wells, junior from Louisville,
said his black-on-black Reeboks, jeans
and baby blue Scan fohn T~shirt
make up his favored look.
Matthew Thomas, junior
from Paducah, said it's still
early to think about fall fashion because summer is not yet
done. When cooler weather
arrives, he said he will look
for vintage clothing.
Said Thomas: "l think I'm
still in the whole vintage thing
with the holes in the jeans and
1970s polos."
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This Week
• Friday
Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International, "The
Grey," English, rated
R. $6 admission, Curris Center Theater

Unity Night
8 p.m., live entertainment, free admission,
Curris Center Stables

• Saturday
Unity Glo b al Village
10 a.m., free food,
music and fashion
show, Winslow commons area

Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International, "The
Grey," English, rated
R. $6 admission, Curris Center Theater

• Sunday
Red tal
3:30 p.m., Lynn RiceSee,
piano,
free
admission, Performing Arts Hall

• Monday
Sorority rush
Omega Xi sorority,
without dues, for
more information email omegaxi@hotmail.com

• Thesday

Classroom cell phone use hinders .concentration
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

A hush spreads through the class as the
professor bands out the tests. Hours of
meticulous studying have led to this
moment, then just when concentration is
most crucial, "Don't Cha" by the Pussycat
Dolls blares from a backpack three desks
over.
With the seemingly overabundance of
cellular phones on campus, this scenario
is a common occurrence.
Matthew Meade, freshman from
Louisville, said cell phones, sometimes
even his own phone. constantly disrupt
his classes.
"When my cell phone goes off, the
teacher loses his train of thought and has
to backup and start over again," Meade
said. "It makes me feel embarrassed
because of the fact that rm trying to concentrate and have to answer (the call)."
Having owned a cell phone for more
than three years, Meade said he understands why cell phones are necessary for
students to keep in touch with family and
friends.
"Cell phones are more like a crutch
basically," Meade said. "I'd say I use (my
cell phone) about 20 to 50 minutes each
day."
Still, he said students also must try to
respect their classmates' desires to not be
interrupted during class.
"It is unbelievable how rude some pco-

4 p.m., Campus Activities Board, Tennessee Room, Curris
Center

• Wednesday
AgField Day
8 a.m., free admission,
sponsored by School
of Agriculture, West
Kentucky Exposition
Center

• Thursday
Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International,
"Schultze Gets the
Blues," English subtitles. rated PG, free
admission,
Curris
Center Theater

• Sept.l6
Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International,
"Schultze Gets the
Blues," English subtitles, rated PG, free
admission,
Curris
Center Theater

Mr.MSU
7:30 p.m., sponsored
by Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority, Lovett Auditorium

• Sept.l7

Every day, cell phones ring during class, and some teachers like to teach
a lesson to those students by answering their phone in another language, hanging up on them or embarrassing the .s tudent on their phone.
pic will be," Meade said. "I think it is kind
of ridiculous."
In his experience, Meade said most
teachers arc very understanding when a
student gets a cnll during class.
Putting the phone on vibrate or silent or
turning it oft' seem 10 be acci'pted etiquette for cell phones in the classroom.
Bridget Farrell, sophomore from Paducah. said she has had her cell phone for

nearly three rears and got it to stay in
touch with her family while she is at Murray State.
r:Jrrcll said she has never received calls
during class, but she always forgets to
wrn off the phone. She said the loud noises hL•r cell phune makes when she turns it
off can be a distraction.
Howewr. Farrell said she doesn't think
cdl phone interruptions in class arc rude.

"It makes me laugh," Farrell said.
"When someone's cell phone goes off I
think, 'I'm glad it's not me.'"
Jeremy McKeel, television operations
director, said it isn't uncommon to hear a
cell phone go off while he is teaching.
However, his approach to resolving the
interruption is usually quite laid back.
"I consider it fairly disrespectful. but I
aJso consider that most people forget (to
turn off their phone)," McKeel said.
He said students usually turn off their
phones after a couple of rings to minimize
the disturbance.
However, McKeel said there are times
when the disturbances are unacceptable.
"If (the student) is answering the call
and getting up and leaving class, that is a
different story," McKeel said.
Other faculty members on campus have
more creative ways of discouraging cell
phones in the classroom.
Mica Howe, associate professor of
Spanish, said she doesn't let the interruptions affect the progression of class or her
attitude.
'"I try to use (the opportunity) as a
teaching tool," Howe said. ''I like to get
the student to let me answer the cell
phone in Spanish."
Howe said this helps other students see
what wiJJ happen if they leave their cell
phone on during her class and it rarely
happens again for the rest of the semester.
Howe also owns a cdl phone, and she
doesn't take it to class to ensure it doesn't
ring while she's teaching.

Non-traditional students get 2nd chance at higher education
Kara McCombs

Meeting
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Contributing Writer
Annette Heady juggles a busy
family life alone most of the
time and still finds time to tackle a full class load while pursuing a journalism degree.
Heady, 42, is not alone in
deciding to return to school.
According to Murray State's
Adult Student Services office,
20 percent of und ergraduates at
the University are at least 25
years old. T he U.S. Department
of Education's Center for Education Statistics reports SO percent of all college ana universi·
ty students arc older than 25.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
Adult Studen t Services, said
adults .face many challenges
when returning to school.
"These students must possess
amazing time managemen t
skills in order to balance school
with work, families and some-

times children," Burton said.
"Some may feel insecure about
their academic ability, computer and writin~ skills sine!! many
non-traditional students have
taken a long hreak frum school."
Heady, a freshman. said her
family supports her decision to
return to school and considers
that vital to her success.
"After I g~H my class schedule, my kill-; and I rude <lUr hkycles around campus tu find
where my classes would be,"
Heady said. "The)' arc a very
supportiVl' crew."
Heady had an epiphany about
the value of higher education
while dealing with corporate
America.
"I was working forc Trinity
Industries dfialing with their
Occupational Safety and 1Jc;llth
Administration ·with fiVl' joh
titles when they hired a kid
straight out of college 10 do one
of my jobs at triple my :;alary,"

Heady said. "I was still doing
the other four jobs. I n•alized
then that I needed a degree. A
degree makes cmployt•rs take a
second luok at you."
She is also a self-proclaimed
"organizational guru," a skill
she acquired while in the workforce and also being n stay-athome mom for 10 years. These
time management skills allow
her to pursue interests like
pl.1ying the Iiddle; tending a
gnrden, and canning her own
vegetables. ·
"I know what I need to he
doing every second of the day.,"
Heady said. "I keep it simple
and don't sweat the small stuff."
Tam~..-a Coleman, a 37-yearold elementary education
major, balances her 22 credit
hours with her supportive family.
'"I have a wonderful husband
and two kids who support me
100 percent," Coleman said. ''I

also have a lot of adopted kids
here. They call me their 'Murray Mom."'
Christopher Bower, 27, a
junior art educ~tion major from
Flint, Mich., had a pivotal
moment while working as a
truck driver in Detroit.
"There was a man in his 50s
who worked with us and got
laid off," Bower said. "He had
no savings and nothing to show
for all of his hard work. I decided to go back to school so that I
can have a better chance of job
security."
Returning to school with
three children, ages 9, 2, and 4
months. is not always easy for
Bower and his wife. Issues with
day car, money, transport ing
ttie kids to and from violin
lessons and Boy Scouts make
organization a key to his
scholastic success.
"My wife is ultra-organized,"
Bower said. "We have several

buJletin boards with to-do lists,
chore lists and schedules. We
really have It all down to an
exact science. It takes us 30
minutes to get out of the house
in the morning. We take showers and lay everything out the
night before."
Lora McCampbell, 40, a
senior e lementary educat ion
major from Puryear, Tenn.,
plans to earn her master's
degree before she turns 50.
''I realized that I needed to
come to, Murray to fulfill my
dream of becoming a teacher,"
McCampbell said. "l had talked
about it for around six years and
just woke up one day and decided that I needed to start the procedure. It is not easy balancing
school with all my other
responsibilities, but it is a decision I have not regretted."
For information call the Continuing Education office at 7624150 or (800) 669-7654.

Celtic musical trio Exorna provides entertainment for Ceilidh gathering
Staft' Report
Traditional Celtic music awaits the
Scottish- and Irish-at-heart at f. Edward's
Seafood, Steak & Spirits on Saturday.
T he Ceilldh, which is a Scottish or Irish
social gathering with traditional music,
dances and stories, is the first of its kind in
Murray.

Exorna. a Celtic musical trio with
members from lre.land, England and
the United States. will pruvide
entertainment. Victl)r McMullan. Forrest Harris and Mark
Butler make up l~nrna and
bring their own cxpericm·es to
the group.
McMullan, from Ireland, provides

vocals and plays bodran, spoons and
other instruments to keep the beat.
Harris. from the United States,
plays the fiddle, accordion,
tenor banjo and pennywhistlc for the trio and sings. Butler, from England, provides
vocals and plays guitar.
Dress is casual but those who

would like to get into the spirit can dress
in kilts and other traditional clothing.
Tickets are $10 and available at the
Murray Commerce Center or at the door.
Dinner for the Ceilidh be~ins at 5 p.m. and
is not included in the ticket price. Exorna
begins playing at 7 p.m.
J. Edward's Seafood, Steak & Spirits is
located at 1901 N. 12th St. in Murray.

Parent and family

cookout
3:30 p.m., $12 for
adults, $6 for MSU
students and children
under 18. Roy Stewart
Stadium

Movie
7:30 p.m., Cinema
International,
"Schultze Gets the
Blues," English subtitles. rated PG, free
admission,
Curris
Center Theater

Attention Graduate 6tudents
~

~

Applications for Master's De8rees Lo
be conferred in December '2005 and
Fall Comprehensive
Exam Applications

DEADLINE:
~eptember 16, 2005
~

~

Forms are available from
Graduate Admissions in
<£>parks Hall or online al
wvw.murraystale.edu/regislrar/
grad-degree-app.htm
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Kanye West fails to make grade with 'Late Registration'
Review
Assistant Lifestyles Editor Eliz-

abeth Cawein writes the music
reviews.

The sophomore album is the
make-or-break for any artist.
The first record piques the
interest of the would-be fan,
and the second album is the
artist's chance to hook that fan.
The sound must be different
and innovative but an equal or
better product than the first.
Kanye West's sophomore
release, "Late Registration,"
has made a great effort at the
fresh, new sound part of the
equation. Whether it is an
equal or better product than
"College Dropout," however, is
in question.
West knows how to produce
a hit rap track. His skills in the
studio - outside the booth, that
is - are undeniable. Dozens of
major label artists, from Janet
Jackson and Alicia Keys to Mos
Def and newcomer John Legend, have left albums in West's
capable hands and he has not
disappointed them.

courtesy

After finding success in the
producer's chair for several
years, West's solo debut "College Dropout" was like a breath
of fresh hip-hop air. The tracks
he sampled seemed unconventional, but they worked. The
beats were danceable, and,

most importantly, his rhymes
were intellectual, playful, political, social and cultural West's
flow on the mic was the
irrefutable selling point of
"College
Dropout"
and
unquestionably the missing
link in "Late Registration."

He is clearly trying to take days West is still one of the
his sound to the next level best rappers on the scene
With guest artists like Maroon today. This is largely because
5's Adam Levine. Jay-Z and of his unique voice and style.
Jamie Foxx, West pushes the When West comes on the
limits of traditional hip-hop radio, listeners know it is him.
collaborations. He continues to His voice, and often his messample more unusual beats and . sage and his carefully chosen
tracks, in that way continuing words, are unmistakable.
where he left off with "College
The bad news for West is
that, despite his track record.
Dropout."
West also keeps it dynamic when an artist releases a debut
with a horn line on tracks like album like "College Dropout,"
"Touch the Sky," one of the he sets an extremely high bar
strongest on the album, or to surpass. It's a bar West is
piano, as beard on "Heard 'Em having a hard tlme hurtling
Say," which features the himself over again, at least
unique vocal stylings of Adam according to the ears of this
Levine. Also listen for strings discerning listener.
There are a few tracks which
on later tracks - West makes
the traditionally classical hearken back to the raw rapinstrument cradle his words ping talent of "College
like that's what it was made to Dropout:" Don't miss "Hey
Mama," "Touch the Sky" or
do.
Texturally, the tracks are "Gone." But more often than
strong, if not outstanding. not, the listener is yearning for
West layers instrumental the tough, quick, incredibly
tracks over the beats like but- intelligent rhymes we've heard
ter spread smoothly on toast. in the past. Is the album musiThis is nothing new for the vet- cally and technically mastereran producer. The problem is ful? It would be difficult to
the third element be lacks- the argue otherwise. Could West
rhymes.
lyrically do better? Without a
To be fair, even on his bad doubt.

"College Dropout" was a
window into West's soul. He
rapped about his insecurities,
his past, his near-death accident and how be survived.
"Late Registration," as .the continual play on words in the
album's title suggests, unsuccessfully tries to stretch out
those themes - the accident in
particular - for another 21
tracks.
"Late Registration" will sell
because it's Kanye West, and
people will listen to it because
the musical strength is there.
Some of us, however, will be
waiting patiently for his next
effort and sincerely hoping he
will hold himself to the higher
standard we know he's capable
of reaching.

No note: only if you're desper-

ate.
One note: worth a listen, but
don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try
before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Students compete for scholarships, campus-wide fame in Murray Idol
Elizabeth Cawein
Assistant College Life Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

The next Kelly Clarkson or
Reuben Studdard might be
walking on the footbridge on
the way to class today.
The preliminary rounds of
Murray State's own American
Idol-style competition begin
this month, culminating in the
Night of Stars concert Nov. 12
in Lovett Auditorium.
Gary Brockway, provost and
vice president of Academic
Affairs, said the idea for the
compet1t1on came
about
through discussions with the
music department and residential colleges.
"Last year, we started the
Night of Stars concert, featuring recording artist Terry Mike
Jeffrtes-1\nd lhe juruor"'&run{Sron from Star Search along with

the Murray State wind ensemble," Brockway said. "It was
very well received and we
raised between $10,000 and
$11,000 to send the wind
ensemble to Carnegie Hall."
Brockway said the concert
and its fundraising were such a
success the music department
wanted to continue the event
this year.
"We wanted to add another
component," Brockway said.
"That's where the Murray Idol
competition comes into play."
The top two fmalists in the
contest will sing with the wind
ensemble during the Night of
Stars concert, but they have
several rounds to survive
before they hit the stage in
November.
The preliminary competitions begin in each residential
.. coUege. Contestants will sing a
capella in this round. Depend-

ing on interest, the college will
select contestants to move on
to the semi-flnals, which is the
ftnal round in the residential
colleges.
In this round, contestants
may use prerecorded back-up
music,· or accompany themselves on guitar, piano or
another instrument. They may
not have live accompaniment
or a back-up band.
The judging in the preliminary stages is left to the discretion of residential colleges, and
each college will select one
winner to represent them as its
"idol." The winners at this level
may receive prize money from
their respective residential college councils.
The eight finalists, or residential college idols, then will
perform in Lovett Auditorium
Oct. 4. A-panel of judges will
narrow the competition to two.

At the Night of Stars concert,
the two fmalists will perform a
few pieces each with the
ensemble, and all eight finalists
will be invited to the stage to
sing a group number. The contestant with the strongest pipes
will receive a $500 scholarship
and two hours of recording studio time. The runner-up will
receive a $250 scholarship.
Dennis Johnson, director of
bands, said the judges for the
semifmals and flnals will likely
come from the University and
the community but have yet to
be selected.
Johnson said the funds raised
from this year's concert will go
toward replenishing music
scholarships that have not been
awarded recently.
"We're particularly looking
at the John Paynter scholarshtp, whtch was initiated several years ago,u Johnson said. "It

is in the foundation account ing for the title of Hester Colcurrently without enough lege Idol.
"I'm doing it because I want
money to award, and we want
to begin awarding that on an the scholarship money and
annual basis."
because I love to perform,"
In addition to the culmina- Floyd said.
Floyd will sing the national
tion of "Murray Idol," Johnson
said, Terry Mike Jeffries will be anthem in preliminaries, and if
back to perform.
she makes it to her college
"(The concert) is continuing finals, she will sing "Black Velto grow and developing into a vet'~by Alannah Myles.
tradition," Johnson said. "At
Floyd said she doesn't know
who her in-college competition
least we certainly hope so."
Gary Brockway said with the is, and she likes it that way.
"It's better not to know,
heightened student involvement this year and the success because you don't stress about
of the initial event, the money it," Floyd said. "You don't have
the advantage of knowing if
raised could be signiflC:ant.
"Our goal, and what we people are bad, either, but I
would love to do, is fill Lovett prefer not knowing. It makes it
Auditorium," Brockway said. more exciting."
''If we can do that, we will raise
Preliminary rounds must be
a substantial amount of dol- complete by the end of September. Interested students
lars."
Ailnd- Floyd, ""&OplUlmote--t'an-&>\lfact tb'eir res'ide"ntiai -' •·
from Morganfield, is compet- college councils.

- - - - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

• Website

L Most Wanted
Hilary Duff
2. Now 19
Various Artists
3. The Ema n cip ation of

L 40-Year-Old Virgin

1. W e Belong Together
Mariah Carey
2. Shake I t Off
Mariah Carey
3.Don 't Cba
The Pussycat Dolls featuring
Busta Rhymes
4. Lose Control
Missy Elliott featuring Ciara
and Fat Man Scoop
S. Let M e Hold You
Bow Wow featuring Omarion

L

sill ctty

L Point BJaDk

rottentomatoes.com
Created in 1998, Rotten
Tomatoes offers services,
reviews, features and a community all based around films.
Rotten Tomatoes has a database of more than 127,000
titles and 644,000 review links.
Rotten Tomatoes offers criticisms on movies from print
and online fllm critics, as well
as ratings by site users. There
is also a store to buy movies,
soundtracks and more.

Mimi
Mariah Carey
4. Monkey Business
The Black Eyed Peas
S. Harlem: Diary of a Summer
Jim Jones
Source: Billboard.com '

2. Transporter 2
3. Red Eye
4. Tbe Brothers Grimm

S. The Cave

Source: Cheri Theatres

2. The Slmpsons: The Com·
plete Sixth Season
3. The Wedding · D a t e
(wldescreen)
4. The WeddJ.ilg Da te

5. Because o f Winn-Dlxie
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Billboard.com

Catherine Coulter
2. The Da Vincl Code
Dan Brown
3. The Historian
Elizabeth Kostova
4. Chill Factor
Sandra Brown
5. Lifeguard
James Patterson and Andrew
Gross
Source: nytimes.com

CLASSIFIEDS
FOI~

SALE

Sawmills· $2,79S- LumberMate-2000 &
Lumberlite-24- Norwood Industries
also manufactures utility ATV attachments, log skidders, portable board
edgers and forestry equipment.
Free
www.norwoodindustries.com
Information: 1-800-57&-1363 ext.JOON
For Sale- Two-Story brick office building in Frankfort, near 1-04/US 127.
Approx. 2300 square feet, Internet
wired. Large conference room, seven
individual offices, 4 half-baths, kitchenette. Part of office building complex.
For .sale by owner. Immediate occupancy. Call 502-223.S821 8am-5pm M-F.
Comml'rcial Property Auction. Saturday. September 24, lOam. Virginia
Blvd., Ashland, KY. Paul Cofey Industrial Park. Prime location, Great investment. Detail and pictures: www.adkinsauction.com, 304-733_
-4_2_6s_ __
3-week Building Sale! "Last Chancel"
20x24 Now $2320. 25x30, $3490.
JOX40 $ST70. 40x50 $8380. 40x60
$10,700. SOxlOO $15,244. Others.
Ends/ accessories optional. Pioneer 1800-668-5422
Charolias Female Sale. 100 lots, fall and
spring calving, first calf heifers, bred
heifers. Campbellsville KY 270-4034562, S02-S07-4984, 606-Sl0-4537

-

-

HELP WANTED
Pagliai's Pizza & Italian Restaurant is
locally owned. The Pagliai's team is
seeking cooks & pizza makers, no experience needed. No phone calls. Apply In
person. 970 Chestnut.

Advertising sales reps and sales man·
agers for restaurant placed display ads.
Vp to SO% commission. Car/ cell
allowance. Telemarketing leads. B2B
experience. Some travel. 1-800-576S093
Air Traffic Conlrol- No exp. needed; we
train. H5 grads 17-34. Great pc1y, benetits. Must relocate. Call M-F il00-2846289
Guardian Angel Staffing: lPNs to $24;
cMTs & CNAs to $1S. ~ouisville/ Indiana Area. All shifts available
www.guardianangelstaffing.com 502·
49S-1199
$1 10-$1.14 average per mile! Home
weekends! No forced dispatch! Owner
operators needed. Call Max o T&T 1800-S11-0082
Accepting Trainees for Werner, Swift,
CR England, others! 16 day COLI No
money clown, student financing! Tuition
reimbursement (!vail. Job placement
asst. Mon-Sun 1-800-883-0171 x6

Driver- Begin your new career today!
We make traIning simple! Start now and
be finished in only 3 weeks! Job placement available. MUlls Training Institute
800-937-0880 www.mlllisttansfer.com
Driver-· Covenant Transport. Excellent
pay & benefits for experlenced drivers.
010, solos, teams & graduate students.
Bonuses available. Refrigerated now
available. 888-MORE-PAY (88&-6673729)
Driver: Earn S800-S11 00/ week.
Regional Flatbed, home every weekend!
Ana, 1-2 tirnes/ weekly! Class-A COL
and 6 months tractor 1railer experience
required. Wabash Valley Transporta·
tion, www.wvtonline.com, 800-246360S
Drivers are you gettmg a pay raise in
200Sl Roehl drivers arel Van- up to 39¢.
Flatbed- up to 41 ¢, plus tarp. Sign-on
bonus. Students welcome. Class-A
required. EOE call Roehl, 877-774-5313
www.GoRoehl.com ·

Class-A Drivers Needed! Regional
Lanes, Quality Hometime, Top Pay! Call
Sunday or anytime, Priority Transportation. 866-882-0768 EOE

Drivers FedEx Ground Seasonal teams
needed. S1.10 mile. •onsite discount
fuel $1.2S gallon. COL-A +1 Yr. TI
Experience required. 1-866-832-6339
Tumer. Tottencfedex.com

Driver- $2,7SO Sign On •orientation
pay "Eam up to $49,000 1st year, •Benefits 1st of month after 30 days, •Predictable hometime- COL-N 6 mas OTR.
JDC Logistics 877-687-5627 (7
daystwk).

Drivers, over the road, 3S states. Flat
w/sides, late model conventional. 3
years experience.-$2,000 sign on bonus.
Start .34¢- .38¢ mlle+ benefits. Call
(800)444-6648

Driver- Average $53K year. Excellent
benefits. Recent grads welcome. New
pay increases ana bonuses for 2005
$0 down lease purchase available.
www.transportamerica.com Call 1866-804-9334.

Drivers Pay Increase, Up to 44 cpm,
loaded and empty, guaranteed hometime, $3,000 bonus 2400'1' average
weekly miles, 2004 trucks assignea,
experience required. 800-441-4271 ext.
ETI35

Drivers! Run your share of 2 BILLION
miles/ yearl NEW PAY & Hometime
options. www.SwiftTruckingJobs.com
1-800-231-S209
Drivers: We take care of you fmm day
one- paid orientatiOn lncl hotel & meals.
Starting pay based on exp, eam up to 43
cpm. Drive your assigned Freightliner to
the house, home every 14 aays. Full
benefits pkg, steady miles. eoe/ 3 mos
class-A req. 1-877-4S2-S627

Hogilr} Transport needs inexperienced
drivers. Home most weekends, $1,000/
$2,000 sian on bonus for new students.
Shared tutlion. Good starting pay. Paid
training. 1-800-4SS-4682
Need a jobl CR England is hiring in your
area. Company sponsored 16 day COL
training available. No experience needed. can today 1-800-39&-9908
We have drivers pmjected to earn
$83,000 this year! How much will YOU
eam1 Excellent Hometlmel We simply
offer a whole lot more! Heartland
Express 1-800-441-49S3 www.heartlandexpress.com

EDUCATIONAL

limitations. Includes: Doctors, dental,
vision, Hosp. & more. Everyone acceptedt Call: WCG 800-288-9214 ext. 2332

MISC.
Attention Homeowners: Display homes
wanted for vinyl siding, windows, roofs.
Easy credit terms. No payments until
2006. Starting at $99 month. Calll-8002S1-0843
Divorce $19S, Incorporation $195.
Your alternative to expensive legal fees!
ncdprosetViceCPaoLcom or 1-800-3031170
Hunt Elk, Red Stag, Whitetail, BuffaloSeason opens 5/31/06. Guaranteed
hunting license SS.OO. We have a nogame, no·pay policy. Call Days
(314)209-9800, Evening> (31412930610.
Wanted to Purchase or consi$nment for
Nov. 13, 200S auction: An11que fumiture, mantles, stained glass, chandeliers,
Staturary, unusua I decorative items,
architectural items. Wooden Nickel
Antiques, 1400-1414 Central Parkway,
Cincmnati OH 4S202 SIJ-241-2985
woodennickeiCifuse.net

Eam Degree online from home. •Medical, •Business, "Paralegal. •Computers.
Job Placement assistance. Computer
and Financial ad if qualify. 866-8S82121. www.onlinetidewatertech.com

Reach over 1,000,000 readers with one
calli Contact the classified department
of this newspaper or call KPS at 502223-8821 for more Information about
placing a 2S-word classified in 70 newspapers for only $125!
__

HEALTH

$SCASH$$ Immediate cash for structured ~ettlements, annuities, law suit,
mortgage notes & cash flows. )G Wentwortll f1 T-800-794-7310

Family Healthcare w/prescription plan!
$69.95/mo. Nationwide coverage, no

Advertising works. 762-4478

Advertising Sales Representatives needed
I

..

f
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- - ..
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- ...

TRAVEL
Panama Oty Beach Sandpiper- Beacon
Beach Resort from $39 (1-2p or arrive
Sun/ Mon FREE night. Restrictions)
Pools, river ride, Jacuzzi, tiki bar. 800488-8828 www.sandpiperbeacon.c~m
CHERRY BLOSSOM GOLF AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Georgetown Golf
Digest voted l!S best places to play
2004! loin us for your next round/outing. Special Membership available.
S02-S70-9849!

Place you r
message tn
The M urray

State News
classifieds for

PER WORD!
111 Wilson Hall • 762-4491
Nb may llE' !tUhmitted in Wilson liall
room I I I or mailed tu Classiflcds, do The
Murray State NPws, 26(19 University Stalion. Murray, KY ~2071

Classof!eds mu~t
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Music goes portable with iPod, iTunes partnership
Liz Smith

music everywhere they go.
"I listen to it while walking to class,
studying, just wherever," he said.
"And now there
are all

Contributing Writer
Whether one is an intellectual, athlete, artist or cynic, the joined forces
of iTunes and iPod offer all students
an array of entertainment and educational opportunities.
According to its Web site, an
iPod is a portable digital audio-player that stores media on a built-in
hard drive, freeing its owner of bulky
CD players and bad radio reception.
"It allows you to have your entire
music collection with you at all
times," Lisa Schmidt, senior from
Carterville Ill., said. "Songs are easy to
fl.nd and the sound quality is better
than what other music players have to
offer."
There are three types of iPods on
the market: the classic iPod model
($299 to $399), the iPod Mini ($199 to
$249) and the newest edition to the
clan, the iPod Shuffle ($99 to $129).
The price for each model varies based
on its memory capacity.
"For college kids. they're fairly
expensive," said Jarrod Hurst, senior
from Elizabethtown. "It's not easy to
work it into their budget. I got mine as
a gift."
Though iPods are quite an investment, Hurst said they are worth the
money if the person listens to a lot of

have an audio guided tour of New
After brushing up on foreign prQ·
York City's Museum of Modern Art nunciation, students can then use
while at the local WaJ-Mart or iPods to get ahead in literature class
snicker at the by downloading audiobooks.
rantings of a
No longer will English majors have
comedian while to strain their eyes to enjoy Emersonpretending to 's essay, "Self Reliance." Now they can
pay attention in depend on their iPods to help them
math class.
learn while they drink caramel machi'
Unlike down- attos at a campus coffee shop.
loading songs
Aside from the aforementioned
from iTunes, perk.<;, iPoJs can also serve as a date
which cost 99 book, game player. song organizer
cents a song. and, in some models, a photograph
Podcasts arc album.
free.
·;clearly," iPod Shuffle owner Kyrle
Besides ·Mclemore,
freshman
from
having access Clarksville, Tenn. said. "The iPo'd
to a wealth of transcends the boundaries of a well·
information made walkman."
and the freeBecause of the multifacetea
dom to listen to intrigue of the rPod, many college stu·
it wherever and dents have managed to find the means
whenever, stu- to purchase these high tech wizardS~
ems can also use Sales at the Murray Wal-Mart spikeii
to help them in August with the influx of 18- to 25succeed in
their year-olds.
course work.
"The 4G iPod Mini is the most pop."This semester l started using my ular seller right now," said junior
IPod for Japanese class,'' Jarrod Hurst Scott Irby, a sales associate for Wal·
said. "Our textbook comes with an Mart from Paris, Tenn. "And our top:
audio CD. so I downloaded the lan- selling iPod accessories are the FM
guage lessons to my iPod and I've lis- transmitter (allowing one to listen to
tened to them a couple times to his/her iPod in the car) and the
improve my speech."
portable speakers."

<

these
gadgets ou t
there you
can buy to
enhance it.
It

ends."
With the help
of iTunes, iPod users can take advantage of a relatively new form of communication caJled Podcasts. According to the iPod Web site, Podcasts are
radio-styled shows delivered over the
Internet to computers. From there, a
student can transfer a Podcast to his
or her iPod.

"I've played around with it,"
Schmidt said, referring to Podcasts. "I
downloaded some of Rush Limbaugh's stuff. I really don't know much
about it though."
With this technology, students can
listen to the evening news at noon.

One-day unity celebration expands to three-day Unity Fest
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

A unity march is held at the
beginning of each academic
year to bring Murray State's
students together, but things
are a little different this year.
After seven years, the Student Government Association
and the Marvin D. Mills MulticulturaJ Center expanded the
march into a three-day UniW
Fest.
"We wanted to have something to have not just a march,
(but) to add entertainment and
camaraderie with all the students," said Jeanie Morgan,
coordinator of the Student
Government Association.

The march, which started as
a way for students to support
diversity, kicked off Unity Fest
Thursday. The programs continue today with Unity Night at
8 p.m. in the Curris Center Stables.
Holly Gray, SGA showcasing
chair, said students are provid·
ing the musical entertainment.
She said it is important for the
student body to recognize the
taJent that is around them.
"Throughout, sourcing for
talent is important, it is equally
important to give Murray State
students the spotlight too,"
Gray, senior from Eddyville,
said. "Whetp.er it be painting,
acting or music abilities I hope
to help as many students as
possible display their taJents to

Come take a swing at it!

their fellow students."
Jeremy Martin, junior from
Murray, will play piano, Lauren Brown, senior from
Owensboro,
and
Pablo Pablo, a
solo act will be
playing guitar
and singing.
Gray said if
any other students would like to
perform, they can e-mail
her at holly.gray@murray
state.edu.
Unity Fest comes to a close
with the Global Village at 10
a.m. Saturday in front of
Winslow Dining Hall.
S. G. Carthell, director of
African-American Student Services and Ethnic Programs,

said after he went to the march
in 2004, he thought it could be
bigger.
"It was a decent turnout and,
you know, a pretty good pro-

gram, but I just felt like more
people should he involved.''
Carthell said. "It was a
great
opportunity
because we have
such a global
community
here."
The festival,
Carthell said,
brings
students from various
backgrounds
together early in the
year.
The Global Village
includes various ethnic foods
and an interstate and international fashion show, and Soul
Flight, a musical program with
WKMS, will dj the event.
"We're going to have like a

fashion show with people
wearing different clothes, not
just from different countries,
but like from different states,"
Carthell said. "We're encouraging people if they want (certain) music to play. as long as
it's clean edit. we'll play it."
This year, the participants
arc from SGA or the multicul·
tural center, but Carthell said
he wants more organizations
and individuals involwd with
next year's Unity Fest.
Said Carthell: "I just want to
encase the campus community.
We're in a global society, so
that's kind of a mind-set
l:lehind the GlobaJ Village, is
that we're immersed in a global country, so we can celebrate
that."
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9-Hole Special after 3 p.m. - $13
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(Includes green fee & cart)
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In the
Countr!l Square

Now you don't have to get

dressed to get your news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
iusl a click away at

thenelftrs.org

